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Trustees Discuss
Future Of Trinity
BY PATRICK R. NOONAN
News Writer
On Friday and Saturday, Oc-
tober 17 and 18, the Board of
Trustees of Trinity College con-
vened on campus to discuss a
variety of issues. During these
meetings, the board made sev-
eral decisions critical to the
college's short and long term fu-
ture. Among the numerous top-
ics of discussion were the
Master Plan, particularly reno-
vations to the library and com-
puting center, a new campus in
San Francisco, and plans for
Umoja House and the Learning
Corridor.
Master Plan
After a lengthy presentation
by Alex Cooper of Cooper
Robertson, the board passed a
motion accepting the campus
master plan, provided that the
board oversees all individual
projects as they arise. This plan
outlines changes to the campus
year 2020. Major goal
complished through this
agenda include creating a clear
entrance to Trinity, renovating
residential and academic facili-
ties, and connecting the campus
to the surroundingcommunity.
Phase I of the plan extends
until 2002 and will cost ap-
proximately ninety million dol-
lars. It contains several projects
that will take place in the near
future on campus. One of these
is the creation of a ceremonial
entrance to the campus at the
corner of Vernon Street and
Broad Street as well as renova-
tions to the landscaping of Ver-
non Street itself. Other
renovations to the campus will
include the addition of a cen-
trally-located dormitory where
Wiggins now stands, a new ad-
missions and administration
building, and a new studio arts
building on New Britain Av-
enue .
Another of the major changes
to the campus are the renova-
tions that will move the com-
puting facilities from MCEC to
the Library. Professor Drew
Hyland, in a statement to the
Trustees stated that "it is now
blend of traditional library re-
sources and newer, computer
see PLAN on page six
Papon Witness
Talks About Vichy
BY TIMOTHY SLOTOVER
News Editor
As the trial of Vichy official
Maurice Papon was beginning
in Bordeaux, France, Columbia
University Professor and Vichy
expert Robert Paxton ad-
dressed Trinity students, fac-
ulty, and members of the
community last week in a lec-
ture entitled Revisiting a Pain-
ful France: Vichy France 1940-
1944.
Professor Paxton, who is
about to publish his latest book
entitled Vichy France: Old
Guard andNewOrder, which
details the extent of French
complicity with the Nazis, is
due to testify this week at the
war crimes trial of Maurice
Papon, the highest-ranking
French official ever to be
charged with complicity in
Nazi crimes against humanity.
Papon is accused of sending
1,560 Jews to their deaths at
Auschwitz.
The lecture explained the
situation in France during the
German occupation of World
War Two. "France was the only
country defeated by Germany
that was allowed to negotiate
an armistice," explained Pro-
fessor Paxton, "they had their
own nominally sovereign gov-
ernment that was in Vichy. It
would be as if we [the United
States] were defeated and our
government had to move from
Washington to Saratoga
Springs." Paxton explained
that while the French had to
coexist with the Germans,
they were permitted to decide
upon their own internal ad-
ministration.
"Vichy France set out to re-
see VTCHY on page nine
Small Crowd, Big Sound..Rusted Root Plays Trinity
Rusted Root played to a crowd of about 300 Trinity community members
on Sunday. While TCAC was disappointed by the turnout, the students who
did attend had good things to say about the band.
ALEX CUKOR
Blackout Disrupts The Campus
BY OWEN TRIPP
News Writer
At 3:00 in the morning on
Wednesday October 22, a mas-
sive power surge swept through
South Campus, ruining thou-
sands of dollars worth of equip-
ment. Power was not fully
restored until 12:00 am the fol-
lowing morning when two new
transformers were installed.
The surge was the result of a
chain of events starting earlier
that night.
On Tuesday night at approxi-
mately 7:00 pm, the residents of
the South Campus lost power
due to a failure of one of the
three transformers in the elec-
trical bank located below the
Gallows's Hill Bookstore. John
Cordone, the school's electrical
foreman alerted the Connecti-
cut Cable Company who dis-
patched a crew from their base
in Waterbury.
Realizing that the situation
could not be completely solved
until Trinity could install two
new generators, the crews tried
to rewire the remaining two
transformers so that the heat
pumps in the dorms would still
function.
)!'n ffie morning, when
the problem had been tempo-
rarily solved, the crew switched
the power back on. Almost im-
mediately, one of the remaining
transformers overloaded and
sent the surge. Electrical fore-
man John Cordone instructed
that the power be shut back off.
At 7:00 that morning,
Cordone and plant engineer
Ezra Brown began to search for
replacement transformers.
They ended up finding two in
the stock of Northeastern Utili-
ties.
When the transformers ar-
rived, Connecticut Cable Com-
pany engineers worked
diligently to install the trans-
formers and power was re-
turned shortly after midnight
on Thursday, almost thirty
hourssince the first disruption.
In the wake of the surge,
Cordone and outside crews
worked to fix the multitude of
electrical difficulties in the
dorms.
By the time the problem had
been fully solved by Friday
morning, Cordone had slept a
mere five hours since the explo-
sion of the transformer on Tues-
day evening.
inside the dorms, students
tried their best to cope with the
lack of electricity. To provide
light for reading on Wednesday
night, people lit candles while
others lit small jars of rubbing
alcohol to provide heat and
light.
On Wednesday night, the
temperatures were near freez-
ing and there was absolutely no
heat in the buildings.
If the crews couldn't have re-
stored power by twelve "the
school would have had to
evacuate the dorms," according
to Sarah Neill, Assistant Dean of
Residen tial Life. "The worst case
scenario," continued Neill,
"would have meant setting up
cots in the Field House."
In desperation, the school
opened additional facilities to
offset the lack of computer
spaces in MCEC. Rooms in
Mather, LSC, Seabury, Clemens
and MCEC were opened for stu-
dent use. Pizza and other snacks
were supplied in Mather until
3:00 am.
Outside, Campus Safety pa-
trol cars used theirs headlights
to illuminate the dangerously
dark paths toand from the Aca-
demic Quad, The lack of
heat and light was the least of
see FAILURES on page six
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Yes, Rape Does Happen at Trinity
This past week was celebrated as "A Week Without Violence." Women and men gathered
in downtoMi Hartford for a vigil to recognize victims of domestic violence. Rape aware-
ness programs were held on college campuses across the country. Despite the national at-
tention, little was done on Trinity's campus to help students become more aware of just
how prevalent violence towards women is.
Rape is one of the scariest and most traumatic experiences a woman can go through.
Further, the most common type of rape, date rape, takes place most often on college cam-
puses. So why is it that so little is said here, at Trinity, about this type of violence? The
Sexual Assault counselors can attest that it is not a lack of incidents that keep people from
talking.
Many women call the counselors to discuss experiences they have had with sexual as-
sault, but do not officially report the incidents. Some fear they were not really raped be-
cause alcohol was involved. Others are afraid they somehow caused the rape and therefore
cannot press charges. It is often fear of exposure or humiliation which prevents women
from coming forward. Whatever the reason, there is not enough education on this campus
to inform women of their options. Without information, it is not surprising that women do
not feel comfortable telling authorities about their experiences.
Students see a short play during freshmen orientation that warns all young women to
watch out for charming senior men and their seductive ways. This, however, does not warn
women of how easily that nice guy from Spanish class or even a close friend can become
aggressive after a few beers. The administration is doing little to improve the amount of
education on campus. During the Parent's Weekend "ask the President" session last year,
President Dobelle was asked about rape on campus and replied that men "just need to learn
that no means no." Is this the kind of attitude we want dominating our rape awareness
program on campus?
More needs to be done to make women feel comfortable enough to report these assaults.
Two years ago a "Take Back the Night" rally was held in the Washington Room which gave
both men and women the opportunity to speak about rape and how it has affected their
lives. The large number of people who shared their experiences illustrates how important
it is for students to feel they are not alone. More programs, lectures, rallies and statistics
should be available to inform students about the problem of rape and possible ways to cope
with it. If the campus knew how many calls the sexual assault counselors receive, stu-
dents might realize rape can and does occur at Trinity.
Rape and violence toward women is an issue that affects everyone on this campus. "A
Week Without Violence" would have been a perfect time to remind students of just that
fact.
; Elizabeth Perry *98
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To the Editor:
The students who transferred
to Trinity College this year were
not made to feel welcome by the
school community. The admin-
istrators did not put forth the
necessary amount of effort in
making us feel comfortable
and/or prepared for Trinity life.
This fact was made clear to me
when I found myself, and all
other transfers, living in the
residence hall at 560 Hudson
Street against my will. How
could the school expect us to
integrate ourselves into Trinity
life when we were isolated as
soon as we arrived? I am not
writing for pity or even sympa-
thy, but merely to illustrate a
grave error on the
administration's behalf.
When I called the co-head of
residential life before the fall se-
mester, he insisted that the
Hudson Street residence was
"considered on-campus" by his
staff and the school. After about
seven weeks of living there I can
assure you that Hudson Street
might as well be ten miles off
campus. I am a commuting stu-
dent, for all intents and pur-
poses, and am required to take
a shuttle to campus from my
room and to my room from
campus. In terms oi feeling like
a Trinity student, there is much
to be desired: my phone exten-
sion, along with most transfers,
is not listed in the directory, nor
is mf home address,! do not re-
ceive broadcast or school-wide
voice-mail messages on upcom-
ing events, and worst of all, my
entire existence is governed by
a shuttle whose schedule is
rarely adhered to — when I was
placed on Hudson Street I was
instantly cut off from Trinity. I
am even kept up late by the
noises of a city hospital, includ-
ing sirens and a helicopter
which continually takes off
and lands 250 yards form my
window! AH of this has made
for quite an unpleasant wel-
come into your community.
"What else could the school
do?" many have asked, to which
I respond: a lot! First of all, the
school needs to understand that
new students are the last ones
who should be subjected to the
Hudson Street residence hall.
No one should have to live on
Hudson Street against their
will, nor should anyone be
forced, coerced, or tricked into
living there like the transfer stu-
dents were. If the school wanted
to integrate us, why would they
put us all together in the first
place, let alone on Hudson
Street? One solution could be to
increase the current $400 re-
turn on dorm fees, in an attempt
to entice returning students.
The solution can be found if
anyone cares!
Bill Shear and his R.A. are do-
ing all they can with what little
they have, and we on Hudson
Street are appreciative. Bill and
his two resident advisors have
made living in the dorm bear-
able for those of us who were
less than satisfied with our liv-
ing arrangemerifcs. B'u'tfhtir tf-
forts could never make up for
Trinity's blunder.
Sincerely,
Alex Ullman '00
The Blackout
Last Tuesday and Wednesday, South Campus was left in the dark.
Literally, not figuratively, this time. A large portion of the.Trin-
ity community was left without power, heat, and/or hot water.
We all enjoyed the warm (or not, as the case may be) welcome
back from Reading Week.
No Emergency Lighting Made the Halls of Jones andJackson that much sketchier.
Cold Showers Granted, some people could
use them, but not everyone.
No Light at the End of the
Tunnel
It's always comforting to walk
out of a dark dorm into a
darker campus..
Trinity's power surges, blows
Damaged Electrical Goods JL out our power strips, and we
pay for the damage?!?!?
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to The Irinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m..
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod,
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582
•E-MAIL: . tripod@mail.trinco!l,edu —•-- ~ ~
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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It's almost 1998, we are about
to enter a new millennium.
People are accepting of differ-
ences: men and women of all
colors, creeds, and sexual orien-
tation stand hand in hand and
work toward a common goal of
global betterment. No one lives
in fear. The gulf between the
poor and the rich has narrowed.
Hunger and famine are no more.
The environment is clean and
healthy. Overall, the world is a
beautiful place to be. As of now,
you're questioning either my
sanity or wondering exactly
what I'm smoking.
Sure this picture is incredibly
idealistic, and in today's world,
downright unlikely. The fact of
the matter is, it shouldn't be. We
have the capabilities to achieve
these goals, and we are making
strides toward many of them.
Unfortunately, our strides just
don't seem to be large enough.
I'm not denying that we've
made some progress—as we ap-
proach the year 2000, the world
is a very different place than it
was in 1900, and for the most
part, those changes are good.
Formal segregation (by law) is
over, women have the right to
vote, and, on a whole, we are a
more accepting society. The fact
remains that we have never had
a female president, or for that
matter a president who was
J
pices of economics. High level
positions in the professional
sphere are still monopolized by
men and the "glass ceiling" is a
very real notion. The poor are
getting poorer and the rich just
seem to be getting richer. We
live in a nation of abundance
and a world with enough food
to feed all of its inhabitants, yet
people still go to bed hungry
and starve to death. In the U.S.
alone, myriads of people are
trapped in cycles of poverty and
despair. Different races and
creeds are pitted against each
other, using their energies to
hate rather than to build. We
are concentrating on negatives
and differences which tear us
apart instead of letting similari-
ties bond us together.
What is the point of this, you
ask? 1 look around and see that
I'm tied up in the everyday
chaos that is my life, as are most
of the students at Trinity. I see
these things around me and re-
alize that something needs to be
done, but the problems seem so
big and my time is limited.
Something needs to be done,
but the main question is how to
do it. Basically, I'm looking for
some change. I don't know
where it will come from or how
it can happen, but 1 have a
pretty good idea that we should
be the catalysts Sure, these
nd. there, are
and this world. We have the
ability to stimulate change, and,
at Trinity, many of us are trying,
be it through groups like Fair
Shake, Amnesty International,
ConnPIRG,communi ty service
or the Multicultural Affairs
Council. This is what we
should be doing. After all, we
are at college, a supposed hot-
bed of liberal, idealistic think-
ing and action.
Although some strides are
made, we don't do nearly
enough. On the whole, the stu-
dent body at Trinity is a rela-
tively apathetic community.
We are so involved with our
own affairs that there are very
few things that get the entire
campus motivated (and those
that do usually involve restric-
tive changes in the alcohol
policy). It is almost unheard of
for the entire student body to
come together and act vehe-
mently on any cause that af-
fects a group greater than our
community. The most effective
way to cause change is to start
on a small scale, We have the
potential to do that right here.
If, as a campus, we take action,
we can effect a greater realm.
I'm not suggesting that we turn
into PCU, but a little bit of that
wouldn't be too bad. We need
to open our minds and our
hearts to the world around us
John F Kennedy) Inner city
and suburban schools are segre-
gated by race under the aus-
them as impossible, nothing
will get done. We are the young,
educated adults of this nation
treating these issues as if they
don't affect us. The question is
how to do it.
Along The long talk
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT RUSTED
ROOT COMING TO CAMPUS AND THE
TICKET PRICES FOR THE SHOW?
SCOTT ROUSSEAU '99
"I think it's a pity that no one came. It's great for
me, but it sucks for the school and it sucks for
Rusted Root."
FOR
CATHY PALERMO '99
DAN GIANOLI '99
TCAC MEMBERS
"Ticket prices were set as low as we could get
them. We weren't trying to make a profit. It was
sort of out of our hands."
JOHN BRIGHAM '00
"Given the fact that midterms are coming along,
they've chosen a had time and a ridiculous price
for the concert. Most people can't spare $15 and 6
hours to go see Rusted Root on a Sunday."
As (See If
By James Griffith
Last week 1 noticed something that shocked me as much as
it hurt. 1 don't remember what day it was nor do I remember
what time it was, I do remember I was in the Underground at
the time. I think I actually might have noticed it before, but the
reality of it didn't hit me until a little while later. This prob-
ably won't shock most of you as much as it shocked me, but I'm,
going to talk about it anyway. This shocking, detestable thing
that I noticed was that (are you ready?) The New York Times
had color pictures on its front page! : . j
Now you are probably thinking either that you knew that or
something along the lines of "Yeah, so?" 1 can understand that
sentiment, lreally didn't faint or anything when 1 actually no-
iced, but I did let out a somewhat loud moan of utter disap-
pointment.
The reason this fact cut me to the quick is that, as someone
who clearly has at least a vague interest in journalistic integ-
rity, color pictures has been for a long time considered Co be a
tabloid's gimmick. The Times has had color in various other
sections in the past, but they have usually been relegated to
sports, fashion, and weekend types of sections. The lighter sec-
tions. Sections that have never been subject to the traditions of
news and opinion especially. These sections have their stron-
gest traditions in breaking them, actually. Alright, whatever,
That I could take. But the front page is something entirely dif-
ferent. It is the first thing people see of the paper and should be
presented with dignity, not just flare and flash.
A few years ago, The Philadelphia Inquirer started putting
color on its front page. That surprised me but didn't shock me
so much. Partly because The lnqui rex has been slipping in qual-
ity for a number of years. Partly because I honestly didn't care
about newspapers in sophomore year of high school. • A lot of
papers, quality papers, have also been adding color to their front
pages of the last few years.
But The Times is different It is the premier paper in America.
England has The Times oj London, France has te Monde,
America has The New York Times. These papers are always ob-
served at a higher level. More is expected of them. The rest of
the country's papers are compared to and against The Times.
Any time it gives a quality review to a book, play, movie, politi-
cal candidate, anything, eyebrows and opinions are raised.
iftsffiiuty £o sjjownthe rest oTirie country ana world what
a quality newspaper does. Giving in and putting color on the
front page shows me at least that tabloidism has now just about
completely overtaken real reporting and journalism. Flash is
all people seem to want, so we might as well give it to them.
They don't want dull black-and-white pictures on the front
page. What they want is to be dazzled; they want eye candy.
Forget the fact that the articles could be meaningless sentences
of drivel, we've got cool color pictures.
I'm not faulting The Times for doing what is best for their
sales. The media has publicized for a long time now that news-
paper sales have been slipping for a long time, while TV and
Internet news sources are skyrocketing. I just didn't think The
Times would ever have to resort to such desperate measures in
order to boost sales. I assumed, obviously in ignorance, that
people would always read The Times over any other news
source in the country, regardless how flashy or appealing to
the eye those other options may be.
I mean, if The Times has to become a tabloid-looking paper
in order to sell itself, what can be left untouched? What's next,
minute-by-minute coverage by CNN—the Cable News Network
— of a meaningless and ill-run trial involving some celebrity
and some more of the vacuous Beautiful People? Oops, we've
had that. Well, I hope then that a tabloid won't first uncover a •
scandal involving a high-ranking presidential campaign advi- •
sor giving away campaign secrets to prostitutes, causing the "le-
gitimate" papers to scramble for information. Oh, man, that
happened, too.
Well, if these things can happen, where do we draw the line? *
How do we define what a tabloid is and what a real paper is?>
The distinction used to be easy: color. But that doesn'tsuffice
anymore. Even if color didn't work, we could always fall back
on the types of articles written in each as the line to draw. Tab-
loids ran stories abo'ut Elvis sightings and alien abductions, or
some combination. Newspapers ran stories about Vietnam and
Watergate, But now the articles blend together not just in sub-
ject matter, but in the approach to them as well. There just seems
to be no defining point anymore as to what is silly fluff and
what is important news. Now The Ti mes has added to the con-
fusion by blinding our eyes with splashes of red and blue next
to their articles about campaign reform and IRA peace talks.
Basically, my point is that nothing appears to be sacred any-
more. We have blurred the lines between tabloid and hard news
so much in the last fifteen or twenty years of this MTV genera-
tion that not even The Times is still a saving grace and bastion
of the highest possible quality of news.
Not that the The Times will suddenly turn into The Weekly
World News in the next five years, either. I'msure the quality of
the paper's content will be relatively untouched by the addi-
tion of color to the front page. It just makes me sad to know
that having that high quality content doesn't seem to be enough
anymore.
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Wasted Reading Week
BY ANDREW PETERSON
Opinion Writer
you will, to be perfectly
honest for a moment. I have so much
work to do right now, I shouldn't even be
writing this. The funny thing is (if your
sense of humor is as twisted as mine),
that I had nine days to do it. Nine days I
had, with no classes, no engagements, no
obligations other than getting a little
work done. And I'll tell you right now, I
failed. 1 foolishly squandered away my
reading week doing absolutely nothing.
I'd like to be able to blame it on the tele-
vision, but I can't. To be perfectly hon-
est, I have no idea what I did with myself
lor nine days.
1 might have spent the week wander-
ing around campus in a drunken stupor
and have somehow forgotten the entire
escapade, but I'd think my liver would
have long since exploded. I suppose it's
possible that 1 was abducted by aliens,
but I don't seem to have any trouble sit-
ting down. And then there's always the
possibility of some combination of alco-
hol and aliens, involving an interplan-
etary organ donor and a mid-flight liver
transplant, but I'm sure I would have got-
ten a phone call from Fox by now. So the
question remains: how did 1 manage to
spend all of nine days avoiding the one
thing this little vacation was set up for
in the first place? I don't have any idea,
to be perfectly honest, so in lieu of my
own pathetic excuses, I asked other
people how they wasted their week.
Some people had fun, it turns out. This
bothers me. I'm sure 1 didn't have fun, I
would've remembered that. Why weren't
these people locked up in their rooms,
studying until they went blind? What
gives them the right to just pack up and
go do something? Why don't I have that
kind of foresight?
Other people had sex. Other people
went home. Some people did both. I'm
fairly certain that Id id not. But until lean
rule out the whole alcohol and aliens
thing, I really can't be sure. As for those
of you who made conscious decisions to .
proliferate the planet, let me say, to be
perfectly honest, that I'm very disap-
pointed. Not only are you taking advan-
tage of the time the school has so
generously provided you, but you're tak-
ing advantage of defenseless high school
students.
But, believe it or not, most people I
talked to were just as mystified about
how they spent their time as I was. They
didn't do a damn thing. Which leads me
to believe that Reading Week isn't such
a good idea. Don't get me wrong, I appre-
ciate the offer. It's just that nobody wants
to read for a week, especially when it's
the only real break you get between Sep-
tember and Christmas. But not to worry,
I have the solution. 1 think we should
spread it out; make Reading Week into
five long weekends. And give them all
d i f ferent themes. That way no one is con-
fused about what to do with themselves.
I think I could sit down and get some
work done on Reading Weekend with-
out feeling like I was about to set off on
the Trail of Tears. And it couldn't hurt to
know that Get Laid Weekend was right
around the corner. To be perfectly hon-
est.
Concert Poorly Timed
Rusted Root Attendance is Low
BY FRED SCHONENBERG
Sports Editor
!
 For years I have heard my friends brag
about the bands which are visiting their
schools for their Spring Weekends. Bob
Dylan, Dave Matthews, blah...real bands.
So in the hopes of avoiding the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones I applaud TCAC's ef-
fort at raising money for Spring Week-
end through this past weekend's Rusted
Root concert. My only question is who
coordinated this debacle? Granted
Rusted Root is a solid band that a lot of
students would like to hear—despite hid-
ing in relative obscurity the past couple
of months. But TCAC made three enor-
mous mistakes which guaranteed that
the event would not be a huge success.
First, holding the concert on a Sunday
was extremely poor planning. Let's face
it, the majority of Trinity students don't
stay in and study Saturday night. Thus,
Sunday is intended for hung-over televi-
sion watching and last minute school
work. It's Hard enough for the socially
active to motivate for Sunday of Spring
Weekend.
But then again, the students are al-
lowed to drink at Spring Weekend. Ob-
viously, drinking is not a mandatory
ingredient for fun at Trinity but drink-
ing at a concert is basically like peanut
butter on a jelly sandwich.
Then TCAC decided it was going to
charge $15 per person and almost $20 for
non-Trinity students. I know a lot of
people who may be willing to pay $15 for
Rusted Root. But couple the price of the
ticket, with the timing of the concert and
prohibitionist policy and you spell disas-
ter.
. Have the concert Saturday night or
have it in a social setting or make it rea-
sonably affordable.
»•*• L
K Avoidina Plaaiarismhi
i*.
in
•Practical guidelines for using
sources effectively and correctly.
•Avoiding the mistakes that lead
to inadvertent plagiarism.
•Good notetaking, paraphrasing,
and summarizing strategies.
•What to cite and how to cite it.
Conducted by Cindy Butos
115 Vernon St.
Wednesday, October 29,1997
4:15-5:30 pm
Oh no...l can't find my books.J'll just have to get drunk.
BY JEREMIAH STEVENSON
Divorce is Rampant in
The Nineties, But Why?
To the Editor:
National statistics report that one out
of every two marriages end in divorce in
the United States. Is there something in
the water? What is responsible for such
a dramatic amount of relationship woes?
There has been a change in both the
number of divorces and in the degree to
which society accepts them.
Historically, divorces were not an ac-
ceptable procedure. Marriages were a
sacredbond. Christianity, the most
dominant religion, as well as many other
religions for that matter do not condone
divorces.
The society of the past was heavily
influenced by religion. In fact, many of
yes, even The Simpsons all deal with di-
vorce. If there are not divorced parents
among the main characters of the show,
there are at least minor characters who
are divorced. Or, at the very least, sev-
eral episodes are devoted to near-divorce
traumas. Single parenthood is attributed
to something other than death, and the
shows deal with the effects this ort chil-
dren. All of a sudden, society moved
away from some of the traditional Puri-
tan family values. And family was no
longer as cherished an institution.
In the latter half of the 20th century,
many people have moved away from re-
ligion. The 1960's werethe turning point.
During the '60s, the United States went
through a lot of turmoil: political unrest
Many of our values, such as blue laws, anti-adultery
and anti-divorce sentiment all have their roots in the
Ten Commandments. In the 20th century science and
other callings have replaced religion as the dominating
social influences.
our values, such as blue laws, anti-adul-
tery and anti-divorce sentiment all have
their roots in the Ten Commandments.
In the 20th century, science and other
callings have replaced religion as the
dominating social influences. It is no
surprise, then, that society has backed
away from anti-divorce sentiment.
Television sitcoms are excellent indi-
cators of the values society hold sacred.
Sitcoms are meant to reinforce those val-
ues and discuss issues that affect present-
day families.
In the past, American sitcoms always
depicted happy picture-perfect families.
Leave It to Beaver, Little House on the
Prairie, The Brady Brunch, The Cosby
Show, All in the Family, The Addams
Family, The Munsters, FatherKnowsBest,
Ozzie and Harriet, and so on. None of
these shows had divorced couples and
they rarely discussed the subject of di-
vorce. In fact, single parenthood is al-
ways attributed to widowhood in these
shows. The phrase, "Till death do us
part," had meaning. Marriage was a last-
ing bond that was taken seriously. Di-
vorce was taboo, hardly considered, let
alone practiced.
Then, "poof," divorces and familial ir-
regularities started sprouting up in all
types of programming. Shows such as
Seinfeld, Mad About You, Roseanne,
Friends,My TwoDads, Grace UnderFire,
My So-Called Life, King of the Hill, and
and corruption, wars, the civil rights
movement, and more. Many historians
cite 1968 as the year in which the coun-
try was closest to crisis since 1865.
Rather than turn to religion, people
turned to social reform.
The extent to which that generation
began to question authority was a large
shift in behavior from that of previous
generations. That generation and their
offspring are responsible for the rising
divorce rate in America.
As they began to question authority
more, they drifted from the strictness of
religion. There was less of a moral obli-
gation to continue marriages. Many
people lost interest in the holy bond
agreement.
In many cases, there are grounds for
divorce: some spouses cheat, others are
abusive, and some marriages just don't
work. Mistakes are inevitable, and abu-
sive relationships have got to go. How-
ever, a fifty percent divorce rate
encompasses a large portion of the popu-
lation. I feel, though, that there shouldn't
be that many mistakes. Think of all the
children who • are psychologically
scarred, or that have to deal with that
horrible dual time-share thing. In many
cases, the situation could have been
avoided by better decisions.
Sincerely, •
Christopher Herb'00
Wishing Everyone Good Luck On Midterm Exams!
1
 *
ETO'S Fine Food
Pizzas
Small (12") $ 5.00
Large (16") $ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00
Toppings
Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers
Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon
Specialty Pizzas
S L Sheet
Red Veggie Design $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
toes, etc.
White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp Pie $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese,
Max's Preferred $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
Hot for the Heart $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Topping ....$ .50 Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread $ 3.50
T o p p i n g .. .$2 .50 ^ large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Chef Salad $6.00
Greek Salad $ 6.00
Tuna Salad . . . . . $ 6.00
Antipasto $ 6.00
Tossed Salad . . $4.00
and mozzarella cheese.
Deep Spinach Pie Pizza $10.00 / 13.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp $7.50
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp .$7.50
Ravioli .$6.50
Stuffed Shells $6.50
Manicotti. • $6.50
Lasagna $7.50
Chicken Parmesan $7.50
Calzone. • -$6.00
Fettuccine Alfredo. .$6.95
Garden Pasta '. $6.95
Beef and Peppers. $7.50
Steak on a Stick $7.50
Subs & Grinders
BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami.
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef . . . .
* * ,.u
Veal
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB
Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
.$4.95
$4.95
$4,95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
5.00 Plenty for two!
1
 2 Large Pizzas
. Cheese + 1 Topping ,
Only $15taxincl. ,
,278-4334
Gyro j
j 1 can soda + bag chips j
• $5.00 tax incl. j
. 278-4334 |
J Large Pizza
j a Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda.
, . Only $10 tax incl.
j 278-4334
8
 Buy Large Pizza
1 with Cheese
g Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
| 278-4334
,
1
1
I
1 1
! \
1 E
I Small Pizza i
1 Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda i i
1 Only $7 tax incl. J
j 278-4334 J
FREE can soda *
& Garlic Bread .
with Any Salad g
278-4334 f
Any Calzone
: Cheese + 1 Topping
1 $5.50.tax incl.
• . 278-4334
1 2 Whole Grinders
! Only $10.95 tax incl.
1. 278-4334
Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey. $7.95
Max's Pasta Alexandria $7.95
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi. $8.50
Shrimp on a stick. $7.50
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp. . . , . , . $7.95
Linguine Mediterranean.. ; . . . . . . . . ; , . . . .$6.95
Oriental Chicken Mazen. ..$7.50
Blackened Chicken , . . - $7.50
I
Call in Your Order — Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. — Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Power Failure Wreaks Havoc
continued from page one
problems for certain students.
Thousands of dollars worth of
electronics belonging to resi-
dents of South Campus were
destroyed.
Mike Marcuccio'01, a resident
of Jones, lost his Gateway com-
puter, his component stereo sys-
tem, and his printer.
Marcuccio expressed his
hope for reimbursal. "I realize,
that's it's not the school's fault,
but I do expect to be reim-
bursed."
Carol Kessel, the school's as-
sociate comptroller, explained
that "at this time, the school is
encouraging students to figure
out what of their damaged pos-
sessions are covered by their
homeowner's policies." In fact,
section four of the school's occu-
pancy guidelines is a disclaimer
against this type of event. It
states, "Residents must make
their own provisions for insur-
ing personal property against
loss, theft or destruction. The
College cannot be held respon-
sible for the loss or damage to
any personal property located
in any residence or storage ar-
eas."
The only way of protecting
against such a disaster was a
surge protector. In Wheaton,
John Constantine's '00 scanner,
computer, cd-burner, printer
and monitor were protected by
the little fuse that blew out in
the surge protector. Without the
surge protector, Constantine's
equipment would likely have
been destroyed at great personal
expense.
While students begin to re-
place their destroyed posses-
sions, the school is investigating
ways to avoid such an event ever
occurring again.
The transformers on loan
from Northeastern Utilities will
have to eventually be replaced
by Trinity's own. At that time
Buildings and Ground will have
to once again shut down the
power. This time there will be
fair warning for the residents of
South Campus.
As far as a time schedule,
Chief Plant Engineer Brown
said that the switch would most
likely happen during a break so
as not to inconvenience the resi-
dents.
Campus Master Plan Unveiled
continued from page one
based information technology.
No less clearly, it will be impera-
tive for every institution of
higher learning to join those
two resources together in coher-
ent, effective ways so that stu-
dents and faculty will have
those resources available to-
gether, as one."
At the meeting the Board of
Trustees declared "that the Li-
brary/Computing Center
Project will proceed to the selec-
tion of an architect, with a rec-
ommendation to the Physical
Plant Committee at the January
meeting." Drew Hyland also
suggested that the combination
of these two facilities will also
' tree up tmiCh needed academic
space that can be used by the
natural sciences and engineer-
ing departments. ,
San Francisco Facilities
The Board also passed a. mo-
tion authorizing President
Dobelle to proceed with the
planning and implementation
of a Trinity academic site in San
Francisco, California. This cam-
pus would provide students
with an atypical study-away
program that would focus on
San Francisco's extensive re-
sources in the arts, technology,
and urban studies.
The college is currently ex-
amining the purchase of the
Bransten House, an historical
site that could house approxi-
mately twenty-five students. In
addition, the college has applied
for a grant from a national foun-
dation that, if received, would
establish a program studying
the relationship of Chinese and
American cultures and nations.
Without the grant, the program
will more directly focus on San
Francisco, featuring internships
opportunities in numerous Bay
Area organizations. One of the
advantages of this program is
that Trinity would retain the
tuition of any student in this
program.
Other Considerations
The board heard a report for
Jim Mullen, Vice President for
Student Affairs, that outlined
recent progress in improving
the Career Services, Commu-
nity Service, and Residential
Life. Funding was set aside for
major renovations to the Umoja
House at its new site on Vernon
Street, expressing that it was
time to finally time finish this
project.
Finally, the board visited the
offices of the construction com-
panies that Wilt be in charge of
the Learning Corridor, where
they were briefed on its status.
The trustees will reconvene in
January and continue to tackle
the numerous issues facing the
future of Trinity.
NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Possible Bias Investigated At University of Illinois
A student forum was held at the University of Illinois, on Wednesday, October 22,.
This forum was sponsored by the Illini Union Board and the African American cultural
programming committee of the IUB. The. focus of this gathering was to address concerns
expressed by several students that the local police are biased in their treatment of parties
for minority students. Some of the claims made by students concerning the officers of the
Champaign and Urbana police departments involved the claim that minority parties are
denied the warning given to non-minority parties before a function is shut down. In
addition, one junior characterized officers sent to break up minority parties as insensitive.
The Champaign and Urbana police departments denied the accusations that minority
parties are more broken up or are treated differently that non-minority parties. In
addition, Capt. Rick Kallmayer from the University Police Department said that the
statistics do not back up student claims. Instead he attributed this dispute to minority
students' perspective that they are being interfered with more often.
Asako Tanabc, uwire, 10/26/97
Deaths Cause Harvard To Reexamine Alcohol Policy
Dean of the College Harry R. Lewis S68 and Dean ofStudents Archie CEpps III
released a statement illustrating a strengthening of its alcohol policy on Thursday
October 23 at Harvard University. This statement said that the College is moving towards
an alcohol policy of no tolerance. This action is in response to the recen I alcohol-related
deaths of two Massachusetts college students. The statement contains 16 clauses regarding
alcohol related problems, issues and support on campus. The statement identifies
intoxication as being associated with every form of negative social behavior occurring at
Harvard. The document urges Harvard Square establishments to be "strict" in their
carding policies of students. It also cautioned athletic teams, singing groups, and other
campus organizations to be more diligent in the observation of the school's alcohol
policies. In addition, the college has requested that Cambridge police officers assist in the
maintenance and enforcement of alcohol laws.
Jason M. Goins, uwire, 10/26/97
On The Beat
Student Caught Red Handed
A computer worth $3,000 which had been stolen from
Clemens 308 last Tuesday was recovered on Thursday night
following a joint operation between several college
departments. The student was identified and admitted to
stealing the computer from the open classroom. The
computer's identification tag had been removed and the
computer had been disguised to look like the student's
previous computer.
The matter has been referred to the Dean of Student's
office. Brian Kelly foresees "serious disciplinary action
resulting."
Students Caught With Altered Ids
Six underage students attempted to buy alcohol at the
Bistro using altered Ids last week. Their ID cards were
confiscated and the case has been referred to the Dean of
Students. "There has been some ongoing concern that
underage students are in fact using the facilities," explained
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly, "there will be
ongoing inspections completed by both Campus Safety
and Administrators."
"We consider underage drinking to be a violation,"
continued Kelly, "there will be consequences in this case."
Thief Thwarted Outside Pike
The owner of a black BMW parked behind the Pike
House at 94 Vernon Street confronted a person attempting
to pry open the driver side door at 3:00 AM on Monday
morning. The suspect fled the area towards Allen Place.
There was minor damage to the rubber molding around
the door.
Bag Stolen From Unlocked Car
A student had left her purse on the back seat of her
unlocked car while it was parked in the McCook parking
lot last Tuesday evening. Shortly after returning to her car,
the student noticed that her bag was missing and informed
Campus Safety. There are no suspects at this time.
Attempted Theft Of Power Truck
An engineer working on last week's power failure left
his CT Cable Company truck unlocked with the keys in
the ignition near the north side of McCook. A white male
wearing dark clothing entered the vehicle and attempted
to exit the campus onto New Britain Avenue. The truck
was cut off by an electrician and the suspect fled on foot.
The vehicle was recovered by the contractor and Hartford
Police are currently investigating the incident.
Cigarette Break Heist
A laptop computer valued at $2,000 was stolen from
the second floor of the library on Friday night. The owner
left the computer on a desk while he went out to smoke a
cigarette. He found that the computer had been stolen
upon his return. Brian Kelly warns students that "while
people feel more secure on campus these days, it makes
sense to keep your valuables under your control at all
times." Campus Safety is currently investigating the theft
but there are no suspects at this time.
Kelly Receives Parking Ticket
The Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly, received a
$50.00 parking ticket at Farfield University last Friday for
failing to register. Having waged a campaign against illegal
cars at Trinity this year, Kelly explained, "I was attending a
meeting on Campus Crime Statistics and parked in what I
thought was a visitor's spot and found that I should have
been registered and received a violation.! hope that my
appeal is approved by the security down there."
When asked whether such an innocent mistake should
be excused, Kelly agreed, saying, "that's why we are more
than generous with our appeal process, I hope they share
my philosophy."
written and compiled by
Tinwth v Slutover
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Bistro Employee
Will Be Missed
BY TIMOTHY SLOTOVER
News Editor
Russel "Russ" Bagot, 42,
passed away on Monday, Octo-
ber 20 at Hartford Hospital af-
ter suffering from a heart attack.
Bagot was employed by Marri-
ott as a chef at the Bistro and
had been working on the Trin-
ity Campus for the past nine
years.
The mood in the Bistro
among Bagot's friends and col-
leagues is somber as they re-
flect on his untimely passing.
"We were pretty close," said
friend and colleague David
Valez. "He was a good guy with
a great sense of humor. It won't
be the same here. His memories
will always be with us. If you
had a bad day, he would always
.be there to make it better. I'm
sorry that it had to happen to
someone of such a young age."
Other colleaguesat the Bistro
shared in this sentiment and re-
flected on his loss. Anne Marie
Rodney said, "it took a toll on
me. He was a very good friend
and I miss him very much. We
really got to know each other
very well. He was a big guy but
there was a puppy behind that.
1 expect him to come in the door
any day. It's been a week but I
can't believe he's really gone."
Diane Lawrence reminisced,
"my favorite memory of him
was when he used to sing to me,
Stay With Me Diana. He was a
great guy and a lot of fun"
"His work at the Bistro had a
personal touch," said Robert
England '98.
"Russ was great. He always
had a joke to tell when you
walked in," commented Jon Roy
'98. "He was always very proud
of what he had and of his
daughter and was always will-
ing to lend a helping hand."
Horizon Broadens
For Honor Society
BY EMILY J. SEDIVA
News Writer
cnted move,.
Trinity's Nation'af"Social
ences Honor Society, Pi Gamma
Mu, has declared a change to
their criteria tor admittance.
Defined in the Handbook, the
Society's purpose, is "the recog-
nition of outstanding scholar-
ship in the social sciences."
This year, the officers of Pi
Gamma Mu, are opening the
society's membership to stu-
dents who have not only
achieved academic success in
the social sciences, but who
have distinguished themselves
through public service to the
Trinity or Hartford communi-
ties.
Pi Gamma Mu President, Jim
Sanzi '98, indicated that "Pi
Gamma Mu aims to better
model the outstanding indi-
viduals of the social sciences by
welcoming those students who
have achieved success both in
and out of the classroom."
"By reinventing Pi Gamma
Mu's chapter here at Trinity,"
continued Sanzi, "the organiza-
tion will achieve three major
goals. Firstly, Pi Gamma Mu
will better reflect its true values
by enhancing its membership.
Membership will not be solely
limited to students who can
earn a good grade, but also to
students who have achieved a
distinctive role in Trinity's com-
munity through" service and
leadership. Secondly, Pi
Gamma Mu will now serve as a
role model for other National
Honor Societies on campus. We
believe that it is critical for the
honor societies to be able to
serve the Trinity Community
through both outstanding
scholarship as well as distin-
guished presence as leaders in
the community. And finally, we
aim to increase the student
body's awareness of the exist-
ence of Trinity's Honor Societ-
ies and to urge greater partici-
pation foster motivation in
attaining admittance into
them."
Connecticut Alpha, has been
active for the past 61 years. It has
provided students with the op-
portunity to attend national
conferences, attend key note
speaker addresses, and meet
major figures in various areas of
study.
This academic year, Pi
Gamma Mu's officers have
planned events that will give
students an opportunity to
learn more about the Honor So-
ciety and to exchange ideas
about how Trinity's academic
environment can be enhanced
through students efforts.
The society is open to juniors
and seniors who are in the top
35% of their class. Students
must have taken classes in
specified fields of the social sci-
ences and attained a Trinity
GPA of at least 9.0 (B+) in these
courses.
Initiations take place in both
the Fall and Spring semesters.
This Fall's initiation ceremony
will be on Tuesday, November
18.
Both the Presidentjim Sanzi,
and faculty advisor, Political
Science Professor Clyde McKee,
both encourage students to ap-
ply for membership.
Sanzi added, "1 want to be
consistent with our published
policy so as to be fair to the stu-
dents by guaranteeing that the
honors society places emphasis
on leadership and service in ad-
dition to grades."
Responding to Pi Gamma
Mu's new initiative, McKee said,
"I am very pleased that a group
of student leaders are taking
their job seriously in making
preparation for an initiation
that will emphasize the
individual's academic and lead-
ership talents."
Sri Lankan Children For SaSe On internet
Children as young as five in Sri Lanka are being offered for sale to pedophiles on the
Internet. More than 600 new entries a day are appearing on the Web, advertising the
island state as the world's child sex center, where children can be bought cheaply and
with impunity. Child care workers, who know of the country's reputation as a
pedophile's paradise, are in despair. "This makes all our efforts meaningless, it's very
depressing," said Maureen Seneviratne, who runs Peace, an organization to combat child
prostitution. "With information like this so easily available on the Net we might as well
fold up."
Police in Britain and the FBI in the United States are monitoring web sites and Jast
week three members of an Internet ring of pedophiles who circulated images of abuse,
were convicted in California. With uncontrolled access to Sri Lankan children on the
Net, it is feared that ever increasing numbers of their children will be in danger.
The Daily Telegraph, London, October 26,1997
Mandela Visits Libya Despite U.S. Objections
South African President Nelson Mandela arrived in Libya on Wednesday for a visit
described by diplomats as the most important for Muammar Gaddafi since the United
Nations imposed sanctions on Libya in 1992. Mandela arrived at a Libyan border and
drove the 100 miles to Tripoli because of the air embargo i mposed on Libya by the
United Nations.
Shortly after an affectionate greeting with Gadaffi he told reporters that he
remained unimpressed by U.S. opposition to his mission, adding: "Those who say I
should not be here are without morals. I am not going to join them in their lack of
morality." Mandela said he had spent 27 years in jail rather than abandon his principles
under pressure and said he felt the same way about his debt to Gaddafi and the Libyan
people for their support in the struggle against apartheid. "This man helped us at a time
when we were all alone, when those who say we should not come here were helping the
enemy (South Africa's white government)," Mandela said He reiterated South Africa's
policy on the sanctions imposed by the United Nations to force Libya to hand over two
suspects in the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland—saying a
way should be found to lift them. Mandela said South Africa, supported the Organization
of African unity's call for a trial in a neutral third country : ; i
He said he would seek to promote a resolution of the stalemate between Libya and
the United States andBritain at the Commonwealth summit in Edinburgh next week.
ReutersNews,October22,1997
Russian Planes To Control Snowfall Over Moscow
aime&thetSexyice has suggested to Moscow'smayor that aircraft
should be sent up to seed clouds around the dry in order to cut the amount of snow that
usually falls there. The weathermen successfully dispersed rain clouds when Moscow
celebrated its 850th anniversary. Every winter, an army of snow-clearing trucks fight to
keep the city's roads free of ice and snow, with often poor results.
According to Valery Stasenko, the head of the service's weather modification
department, the city spends up to $3 million a day throughout the winter to clear snow.
Mobilizing his 180 employees and aircraft will cost a fraction of that, he said. The plan
involves putting eight military aircraft on standby to shoot pellets of silver iodide - or
dry ice - into the clouds so that they shed their snow outside the city rather than in it.
The aircraft would be sent up only when heavy snow is expected. "It's a matter of smart
economics," continued Stasenko. "The entire city transport system comes to a halt when
there is a lot of snow. If we send up our pilots, the city will save lots of money."
The Daily Telegraph, London, Octoher 27,1997
New Discovery Gives Hope To HIV Sufferers
On October 23,1997, researchers announced that they have identified a natural
molecule that prevents HIV from infecting cells. This molecule, identified as chemokine,
works by blocking a portal used by the virus to invade lymphocytes and other types of
blood cells. This discovery, which was accomplished by a team led by Dr. Robert C. Gallo,
is considered more significant than earlier identification of similar molecules called
chemokines because the new molecule seems to protect all cell types from being attacked
by the virus. This discovery also opens up the possibility of a new treatment for this
disease. Hooding the body with these chemokines may create a barrier between the virus
and target cells, thus halting the spread of the disease. This medical breakthrough comes
on the heels of reports that some AIDS viruses are developing a resistance to the three-drug
combination thathas successfully suppressed HIV in thousands of patients. Dr. Gallo
cautioned that extensive and lengthy studies on monkeys will have to be done before the
full impact of this discovery and its medical potential will be known.
The New York Times, Friday, October 24,1997
Sabotage Linked To San Fransisco Blackout
On Thursday October 23,1997 at 6:15 AM, San Francisco suffered a massive power
outage that left about 126,000 customers without electricity. The blackout has been
traced to a single power station owned by Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San
Francisco's main power provider. Apparently, evidence collected so far points to an act of
sabotage as 39 power-control switches had been manually disabled. In addition, the . ;
saboteur would have needed a key to enter the station as well as the knowledge of how to
disable the system. Currently, the Federal Bureau of Investigation is questioning about 75
employees concerning the incident. This blackout has also raised serious questions about
the vulnerability of substations around San Francisco, all of which are locked but !
unguarded.
The New York Times, Saturday, October 24,1997
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Potential Housing Lottery Changes Discussed
BY JENNIFER ANTONIAZZI
News Editor.
On Tuesday October 7,1997 a 19:00 PM
in the Rittenberg Lounge, a meeting was
held concerning potential alterations to
the current housing lottery system. This
meeting included a panel composed of
Director of Residential Life Sarah Neill,
Associate Director of Residential life
Edward Stigall, SGA Vice President
Darrick Mello '99, Chairperson of Stu-
dent Resources Katherin Duff '00, and
SGA President Bill Mahoney '99 as mod-
erator. Possible changes to the lottery
were proposed and then the discussion
was opened up to the students present
to get their opinion.
This meeting is part of an initiative
that began at the end of last semester to
address student complaints concerning
the lottery system. Mello explained this
undertaking, "at the end of last semester
Stigall came to SGA and said that he
wanted to change the lottery system. He
proposed that the lottery numbers be
chosen randomly by class after Fresh-
man year which would eliminate the af-
fect of previous housing on a student's
placement. We were not really happy
with this suggestion so we tabled the dis-
cussion to this year to investigate the is-
sue."
A Housing Lottery Committee
chaired by Duff and Mello was formed
to investigate the issue. Mello described
the goal of this committee as "develop-
ing a system that is easy to understand,
that is fair to everyone, and reflects the
general consensus of the student body
whether it means a complete overhaul of
the system or making slight changes."
In addition, Mahoney investigated
, Other scKoolssuch as "Wesleyan and Con-
Students are concerned that the quality of their dorm rooms will no longer be
factored into their lottery number.
necticut College and their lottery sys-
tems over the summer to use as a basis
of comparison. "I found that it works
both ways at these institutions, the lot-
tery system is completely random or
they operate on a rated system. The big
problem with Trinity's system is that
people don't understand it. Students get
five different mailings with different
numbers on each one and they don't
know where they stand."
Duff explained the impetus behind
the meeting on Tuesday, "Right now we
are trying to gather the consensus of th e
students on campus so thatweean either
TRINITY
PACKAGE
STORE
219 New Britain Ave.
860.547.0263
Your Package Store
Wine- Liquors - Champagne
Imported & Domestic Beer Kegs on
Request Beer Balls Available
Mote From TPS % These are
the most important years
''of your life: in the new
millennium you will be
talking about today.
BRINK RESPONSIBLY
POSITIVE ID. REQ.
VISA /MC/AMEX/DISCOVER
develop a different system or improve
the old one."
Stigall began by outlining some of the
reasons why he felt the system should be
changed. He pointed to the subjectivity
of the room ratings, the stigma attached
to ratings, the complexity of the system,
the inaccuracy involved in keeping the
housing information straight, and how
the planned renovations would affect
room ratings.
He advocated going to. a system that
would still allow rising seniors to pick
first followed by juniors, and sopho--
mores, However, one's placement within
each class would be based on a number
that was chosen randomly.
Stigall went on to predict that because
of the scheduled renovations to dorms
such as Cook, Northam, and Goodwin,
"Next year I can guarantee that all jun-
iors and seniors will have very favorable
living conditions."
The reaction of the students to the idea
of a random lottery by class was met
with strong opposition by the students
present. One senior said, "There is no
way I would approve a random lottery,"
Instead this senior proposed that indi-
vidual rooms instead of dorms be rated
by SGA when they prepare for the lot-
tery. .
Dave Mazin '99 commented, "The lot-
tery system is not impossible to under-
stand. The system that we have now
should be kept but fine tuned a bit."
"Just because it is a tedious process
does not mean it has to be changed," said
another student.
The audience, consisting largely of
freshmen residents from dorms such as
Frobb and Little, expressed their con-
FILE PHOTO
cern about the possible negative conse-
quences of a random lottery which
could conceivably leave them in less
than desirable housing again as
sophmores while those who had better
housing pick before them in the lottery.
Neill responded to these concerns by
saying that "we are not wed to the idea
of random housing." She explained that
the current system was designed by stu-
dents and that now is simply another
opportunity to look at and reeyaluate it.
She stressed that the goal is to keep the
lottery fair and to simplify it.
The consensus at the end of the meet-
ing seemed to be that the students
present did not want a random system
but want the current process simplified
so that it is easier to understand. This
opinion was also reflected by students
not present at the panel discussion. "I feel
the present system is fair. I know that
only a few people who complained, so
why change it," said Philippe Blancato
'98. Also, Mo Zelaya '98 said "The cur-
rent lottery system, although a bit com-
plex, is a relatively fair process.
Establishing a new random system
which would cancel out any previous
housing situations and room quality
would be difficult to implement in a fair
way." '
To accommodate this desire, Neill pro-
posed that lottery "experts" could sit out-
side of Mather and be available to answer
any questions that students had con-
cerning the process before the actual lot-
tery.
The students.present agreed with this
suggestion. However, nothing definitive
was agreed upon although many issues
were discussed
Look In Next Week's
Tripod For A Complete
Listinq Of
HOMECOMING
Weekend Events!
- Sponsored by the Alumni Office ,
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The Shameful Past Of Vichy France Is Exposed
continued from page one
construct France according to their likes
of an authoritarian country going back
to the old religious values and excluding
all those bearers of cosmopolitan indi-
vidual liberalism which led to the down-
fall [of France]," continued Paxton. The
French right wing seized power, includ-
ing Akasian autonomists, those that
wanted to eliminate the labor move-
ment, and of course the anti-Semites.
The Jewish Statute of October 1940
marked a radical break from the French
tradition of the rights of man, of liberty,
under German occupation whereas the
Vichy government claimed that they
enjoyed the popular support of the
people even under the shadow of the
German occupation.
The United States recognized the
Vichy government by sending an am-
bassador there.
Professor Paxton further highlighted
the point that the Vichy government
was not forced to hand Jews over to the
Nazis but it happened nonetheless.
"The lecture was highly informative
on Vichy France especially in light of
"The French right wing seized power, including Akasian
autonomists, those that wanted to eliminate the labor
movement, and of course the anti-Semites."
-Robert Paxton
Robert Paxton will be called as an expert witness
this week in the war crimes trial of Maurice
Papon in Bordeaux, France.
ALEXCUKOR
N e W York City: YOU gotta do it once. Come for the spring semester. Live
on campus. Sample our famous curriculum. Study in small classes with our incredible
faculty. Make Columbia your home base for exploring the most exciting city in the
world The Visiting Students Program is a special opportunity which enables students
at other colleges and universities-to enroll at Columbia for one semester or a year.
Applying is easy. For information, call (212) 854-1581 or get in touch with us by e-mail
at visit-cc@Columbia.edu.
Columbia
equality,and fraternity."
Paxton explained that this project of
"national revival" precluded Jews and
other groups from holding public office
and enjoying the same rights as others.
Vichy government, "was responsible
for having thejews of Bordeaux arrested
and sent off," This program was alleg-
edly executed by Marice Papon who
"kept at it until the Spring of 1944. He is
now charged with crimes against hu-
manity." Paxton explained that the
Papon defense is that "if I didn't do it,
somebody else would have had to do it."
"They turned over the foreign Jews [to
the Nazis] and even helped arrest the for-
eign Jews," continued Paxton, "this was
a terror device. Out of 300,000 plus, over
76,000 were sent to their deaths."
Paxton also explained how there were
two claimants to French sovereignty.
General Charles de Gaulle fled to Lon-
don dur ing the war and claimed that the
Vichy government could not run France
today's trial of Maurice Papon," com-
mented one member of the audience.
"It's wonderful that the French are fi-
nally facing up to their history and I
wish that the Swiss had had as coopera-
tive an attitude," said Robert Barlick '98
Professor Dori Katz thought that "the
message was very relevant. It was really
great to have somebody with the back-
ground of Professor Paxton here today."
The lecture was given in honor of re-
tired History Professor Philip Bankwitz,
who had a distinguished scholarly and
teaching career at Trinity that spanned
over thirty years.
Bankwitz is known as a leading inter-
national authority on French civil-mili-
tary relations. His book on the Alsacian
autonomist movement of the second
world war won him fame and was con-
troversial in its French edition for the un-
compromising light it cast on the
phenomenon of wartime collaboration
in Alsace.
Jerry Brown
1992 Presidential Candidate and
Former Governor of California
Thursday, October 30
7:30 PM
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center
Sponsored by The Trinity College Democrats, The President's
Office, The Office of the Vice President for Student Services, Student
Activities and SGA
* ' . - :
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NOV22-DLC2.1
The inner child within all of us is
sometimes a terrible brat who likes to
get spoiled rotten. If you're feeling the
need to be pampered and made much
of this week, Saggies, I've got great news
for you. Your sugar daddies (and
mommies)—represented in the King of
Rods and in the King of Cups Reversed-
-have their pockets stuffed full of sweet
treats for you. Make them take you
dancing—the Three of Cups is telling
me you're sure to be the belle of the ball.
J CAPRICORN %
DUG 22-JAN 1?
In the days of the elder gods, Hallow-
een was meant to mark the rare occa-
sion when the doors of the mysterious
Sister Ravenglass
Sister Mvenglass anb \)er waaic beck of wfcmy will be
appearing at the cleo Halloween party. The tarot sees all,
mows all, anb tells all—but only from ten until b
SCORHO
OCT25-NOV21
This Halloween, I see legions of guy
Scorpios going out on the town dolled
up like Don Juan. Like the Knight of
Cups Reversed, you boys are as suave
as suave can be. Gal Scorpios, I'd sug-
gest dressing up like Theda Bara, 'cause
you're lusciously vamp. Just remem-
ber as you perform your torrid seduc-
tions that the unmasking happens at
midnight. Reality can and must even-
tually reclaim your celebrations, as in-
dicated in the Five of Pentacles. May
all who pierce your glamour find the
experience pleasant.
SAGITTARIUS-
TAURUS I^M£?
ATR 20 - MAY 20 " " ^ p "
You're at a crossroads this week, Tau-
rus. The battle you've been waging has
ended in a stalemate (Two of Swords
Reversed) and the sweet rewards you
should have garnered have been put
out of your reach-as indicated in the
Seven of Rods crossed, I do believe your
just reward has only been temporarily
delayed. Negotiations (the Page of Pen-
tacles) in which you will shortly be
asked to participate may put the prize
within your grasp.
<«, GEMINI
/M\ MAY2I-JUN20
There are times when we truly love
certain people but also fear and mis-
trust them. You are in this position this
week, Gemini. 1 am lighting a candle
for this darkness. The Queen of Cups
indicates your need to nurture another,
but the Seven of Swords also tells me
you fear betrayal, I can see the asser-
tive path you've been following with
the Knight of Swords, but this time
your need to communicate must tran-
scend words and actions.
iMft CANCER jf|g£=
The intense attraction of the Lovers
card is coupled with the deep friend-
ship of the Two of Cups this week.
Leading this suit is the balance of ten-
sions created by the Nine of Swords
the living.
the rituals or the stories, Capricorn, I
do suggest you use this magical time
to reestablish and recreate links to old
friends- represented in the Six of Cups-
-and to your family—here, the Emperor.
This is the best time to renew and rec-
reate old or faltering affections.
AQUARIUS
JAN 20 - TUB 13
It's plain as the nose on your face that
Reading Week did nothing to-reduce
your stress level—in fact, after all this
work you're feeling as unmotivated as
the Four of Cups-rand that's some righ-
teous apathy. So what do I have to tell
you? Simply this—while you've been
puttering around, love has been
stealthily knocking on your door, with
'the Ace of Cups in hand. What should
you do? The kid is creative and silly
and flighty. Do you have time to deal
with this? Make time. It'll be fun.
TlSCES
5 1?-MAR 20
All around you, Pisces, there is death.
The air is cold, the flowers are blown,
and the leaves have fallen. The Death
card predominates your suit. Coupled
with the Three of Swords Reversed, I
can see your gothic nihilism in a posi-
tive light. You are beginning to let go
of the painful past and allowing it to
die. Celebrate death this week, have
faith that spring is inevitable.
i . j f i ARIES
f ^ MAR 2!-APRl?
I'm afraid to touch your reading, Ar-
ies, because you're already so psychi-
cally bruised. You will receive some
kind of forceful communications (the
Page of Swords Reversed) from a
! middle-aged brow beating woman (the
| Queen of Swords) who is probably your
mother or your boss. It may deal with
a decision you regret making (the Five
of Cups Reversed) or perhaps you just
regret that you're getting so much
static about what you said last week.
tuitous reading for those of you consid-
ering a deep and lasting relationship.
LEO
JUL25-AUG22
This year, Leo, I suggest you dress up
as Mary Poppins, because right now
you're practically perfect in every way.
Your lead suit card is the Sun— repre-
senting Joy, crossed with the Six of
Rods—indicating triumph, preceding
the Nine of Pentacles, the card of wish
fulfillment. This week people are go-
ing to brush against your coat sleeve
and find Nirvana, they are going to
bum a light off you and see Wisdom,
and they are going to speak to you and
hear angels.
VIRGO
AUG23-SELFT22
At the river Styx in the Underworld,
travellers would pay the ferryman
Charon two pennies to be taken to the
realm of the Dead. Thus we get the first
great truth of our age: nothing's sure
but death and taxes. Now the Six of
Pentacles is asking you to repay your
debt. On the other side of the river
awaits the Empress of creativity and
fertility on her golden throne. In her
right hand she holds the Ace of
Swords—the gift of new courage-
which is meant for you.
£ + £ LI5RA
jL srirT25-ocT22 J L
This week, Libra, you are balanced
between two possible courses of action:
This Halloween, you can let your soul
frolic and make merry-like Temper-
ance Reversed suggests, or you can sit
in quiet contemplation and feel the
change of the seasons flow through
you--in imitation of the Hermit. The
Ten of Pentacles Crossed indicates a
position of stability and power to be
gained through both paths. Why not
make likejack Kerouac and indulge in
some meditative revelry?
COKES
Halloween Joke
Three vampires walk into a bar. The
waitress comes up to them and asks
them what they'll have. The first vam-
pire says, (Transylvanian accent in-
ferred) "I'll have a glass of O Positive." The
second vampire says, "I'll have a glass of
AB Negative." The third vampire says,
"I'm the designated driver. I'll just have a
glass of plasma." The waitress turns to-
ward the bartender and yells, "Gimme
two bloods and one blood lite!"
Beer and Ice Cream Diet
As we all know, it takes 1 calorie to heat
1 gram of water 1 degree centigrade.
Translated into meaningful terms, this
means that if you eat a very cold dessert
(generally consisting of water in large
part), the natural processes which raise
the consumed dessert to body tempera-
ture during the digestive cycle literally
sucks the calories out of the only avail-
able source: your body fat.
For example, a dessert served and
eaten at near 0 degrees C (32.2 deg. F) will
in a short time be raised to the normal
body temperature of 37 degrees C (98.6
deg. F). For each gram of dessert eaten,
that process takes approximately 37
calories as stated above.
The average dessert portion is 6 oz, or
168 grams. Therefore, by operation of
thermodynamic law, 6,216 calories (1
cal/gm/deg. x 37 deg. x 168 gms) are ex-
tracted from body fat as the dessert's
temperature is normalized.
Allowing for the 1,200 latent calories
Le_ net calorie loss is ap-
"proxTnTSfeiy 5,000 ca lories. Obviously;
the more cold dessert you eat.the better
off you are and the faster you will lose
weight, if that is your goal.
This process works equally well when
drinking very cold beer in frosted
glasses. Each ounce of beer contains 16
latent calories, but extracts 1,036 calories
(6,216 cal. per 6 oz. portion) in the tem-
perature normalizing process.
Thus the net calorie loss per ounce of
beer is 1,020 calories. It ddesn't take a
rocket scientist to calculate that 12,240
calories (12 oz. x 1,020 cal./oz.) are ex-
tracted from the body in the process of
drinking a can of beer.
Frozen desserts,e.g., ice cream, are even
more beneficial, since it takes 83 cal./gm
to melt them (i.e., raise them to 0 deg. C)
and an additional 37 cal./gm to further
raise them to body temperature. The re-
sults here are really remarkable, and it
beats running hands down.
Unfortunately, for those who eat pizza
as an excuse to drink beer, pizza (loaded
with latent calories and served above
body temperature) induces an opposite
effect.
But, thankfully, as the astute reader
should have already reasoned, the obvi-
ous solution is to drink a lot of beer with
pizza and follow up immediately with
large bowls of ice cream.
These are all excerpts from questions
asked by attorneys during real trials
1. "Now doctor, isn't it true that when a
person dies in his sleep, he doesn't know
about it until the next morning?"...
2. "The youngest son, the twenty-year
old, how old is he?"
3. "Were you present when your pic-
ture was taken?"
4. Q: "Doctor, before you performed the
autopsy, did you check for a pulse?"
A: "No."
Q: "Did you check for blood pressure?"
A: "No."
Q: "Did you check for breathing?"
A: "No."
Q: "So, then it is possible that the pa-
tient was alive when you began the au-
topsy?"
A: "No."
Q: "How can you be so sure, Doctor?
A: "Because his brain was sitting on my
desk in ajar."
Q: "But could the patient have still
been alive nevertheless?"
A: "It is possible that he could have
been alive and practicing law some-
where."
5. "Was it you or your younger brother
who was killed in the war?"
6. "Did he kill you?"
7. "How far apart were the vehicles at
the time of the collision?"
8. "You were there until the time you
left, is that true?"
9. "How many times have you commit-
ted suicide?"
10. Q: "So the date of conception (of the
baby) was August 8th?"
A: "Yes."
Q: "And what were you doing at that
time?"
11. Q: "She had three children, right?"
A: "Yes."
Q: "How many were boys?"
A: "None."
Q: "Were there any girls?"
Do you ever receive an email or hear a
joke that you want do share with every-
one but don't know how? Send it to the
Tripod at Box 702582! We'll print it if we
like it..and probably even if we don't.
Come on, we'll even say who it was sub-
mitted by, unless of course it's so bad that
you want to remain anonymous.
THE RETURN OF THE B U N P
DATE REVIEW!!
HEET THE ?EISON or YOUR DREAMS! JUST FIU. IN THE
BELOV INFORMATION AND t>RO? IT IN CAMTUS MAIL TO
70a58&
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Top Ten Costumes
For Halloween
10. An Army Soldier ~ No, wait, Psi-U has dibs on that
one.
9. A Streetwalker;-- walk just minutes off campus to
get costume ideas.
8. The Killer from "I Know What You Did Last Sum-
mer" - A slicker and a hook could cause jbts of laughs.
7. A Trinity Stuclent -"-refer toj;Crewfo^r costume
ideas. ' s:jff;::-o;!^l^^v>^\,../ - ::;:-Hr.iVvV :'<i'"ii ' '
6. A Cheerleader '-they could ti^tl|(e free; publicity.
5. A Police O f e ^
of the party and be a^hero #hen they can't cut off the
4. A Princess — because there aren't enough of these
on campus every other day of the year.
3. A Six-Foot Bong — you'd be very popular.
2. A Sun — in defiance of daylight savings.
;!. The Bantam. -- go walk around catitpus^ and scare
AMERICAN
PICTURES
-'Starred .ouf :->'V,v
••.-•'witb'.fli i ls;. •••'.••:,
Mb, sold blood
iwice iiweek
to buy film :
for his camera
5 years and
nS.OOtt miles
of hitchhiking
later, 12 or
his American
friends had
been murdered
f:A multi-mediashowofdJianisk
yagW
through{the^ ^iw^wfln Kntfercloss
1
W. . • • • / - i - ' - M J I : •
C ' ' : : v ; ^ - ' • ;• <::•'•'• r : i • • . ' • : . • • • • . » • • • • •|PE1
Lited in
400 American
: domes, from •
the Rockefellers
: to Die pooresi
southern ;
sharecroppers
Portrays in
music, words and
3^000 pictures
the America he
; , came to love
:;:. :'•-.. an'; America <-
you've never
• '•':"•••.; '• k n o w n : . " . ' V : / , :
Shown 11 times inHarvard, U in Cornell. 1 in Stanford, 7 ini Yale, 17 in Berkeley....
; and in more than 200 other American colleges.
Prepare jourhomework before this mitidshadering experience. Students who missit
often drive hundreds of miles'to see it on other campuses! •
to
DflTE: Sunday, November 2,1997
Time: . 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM
PWIOC: The Washington Room
Sponsored by the Ad Hoc Diversity Planning Committee
through the Dean of Students Office
The Decolonization Series...
Time Will Tell: Will The Old
Ways Stop The New Ways?
BY MARCUS COWIE
Features Columnist
Have you ever wondered whether the
cultural problems that we are faced with
today still carry the burdens of those
who essentially defined us?
The problem of race is still ever appar-
ent in American society. Indeed, Prof.
Wade says, "[being a black man] means
tha 11 run a greater risk than a white per-
son of being convicted of a crime that I
did not commit, that I am more likely to
be subject to police harassment and bru-
tality, that I am likely to get a longer sen-
tence than a white person convicted of
the same crime, and so on"(Yapp -
..trincoll.edu/yapp-bin/restricted /
read/decolonization/21).
This present day racial problem stems
from the Western European colonizers,
where the white man came to dominate
in the form of Capitalism.
of Spanish influence just because there
is a new definition. Even these new in-
clusive definitions still pertain to using
vocabulary that adheres to Spanish co-
lonialism. Even the ground that they set
foot on still seems to strike the Hondu-
rans with foreign oppression.
But, according to Euraque, since "the
average Honduran admits being a mes-
tizo (biological mixture of Spanish and
Indian) is no loss to his dignity." There d
es seem to be a possible way out of the
labyrinth.
In England, one is still able to define
black people as "colored" or "negroe"
without the negative connotation that
has been suggested about these terms.
Whereas in America, the term has been
modified to, "African American" or sim-
ply "black".
So, as much as racial discrimination
has improved for the black community
in largely the U.S., there are still devel-
opments taking place, some of which are
In England, one is still able to define black people as
"colored" or "negroe" without the negative connotation
that has been suggested about these terms
In the third panel of the
Decolonization Independent Study.se-
ries, Prof. Dario Euraque attempted give
us the daunting contemporary news of
Honduras, while offering an optimistic
view on possible revitalizations.
His lecture, "Racialist Thinking After
Colonialism: Representations of
Mestizaje in Contemporary Honduras,"
informed us of the new definitions that
the government is injecting into the
complex and labyrinthal race problem.
The new definitions have become far
more inclusive.
This will mean that officially, there
will be less people feeling like strangers
to their own land. Thus, the concept is
progressive: the general populous of
Honduras should feel more united ad-
hering to this new inclusiveness.
However, just as Prof. Wade feels un-
justly recognized in the U.S., the Hondu-
rans can't be expected to simply escape
the fact that much are their vocabulary
and terrain has been left with the stain
right under our nose.
Do you think that OJ. Simpson's trial
was only about the judicial system? Do
you think that Tiger Wood's success in
golf is only about sport? Progress is still
being made - it just takes time.
This patient line of thinking is what
enables Prof. Euraque to have his opti-
mistic traits. While he is certainly not
blind to the Mestizajes' task ahead, he
nevertheless feels that with continuing
progressive logistical literature, the Hon-
durah state, while never becoming
oblivious to the colonial era, could attain
a certain feeling of an autonomous pres-
ence.
The U.S. can be heavily criticized in
the'role model position for Central
America. Although still s lightly in-
secure of their ancestral roots, the U.S.
has shown the world and in particular
the newly decolonized areas, that with
confidence and patience in their societal
beliefSj "the old ways don't necessarily
stop the new ways."
p ^ Think You Know
All Atjout Trinity Women?
BY ANDY HANDY
Features Columnist
••'• So your girlfriend is angry because
you're not being a good boy? Or maybe
you're constantly single and you don't
know why?: Maybe you look for that
, special girl at a party, find her, and then,
she disappears? Bad breath? Maybe,
but chances are that there's more to be-
ing a lady killer than just that
I'm a single guy in my fifth year here.
I know what Trinity ladies are looking
for. 1 used to think that being a football
star was enough, but now I know that
even the meatiest of meathead hunks
just don't make the cut on that: alone,.
:We need to be: the sensitive Jerry:
Maguire-like man •wrho can make that;
woman feel like she'js the pne-\vho::
: C p r n p l e t e s : u s . - ; ••f-rV-v/'::!::;:; "/^•••t ••'.^\:,
H.: Fdi:?exa|rip; le^Iimet^liis;
miss her. You know who you are, my
queen of love, please come back to me.
Woe is me. : . :
Do you see what I'm getting: at?
Sometimes we take these ladies for
granted. They will not answer to our
calls as if it is their job. They want to
'be pursued, not the constant pursuer.
I'm all for equal rights. I think the femU
nist movement was right on. But I
know that most girls stilllike the door
held open for them. Most girls like flow-
ers on their birthdays. Most girls like
to feel loved and appreciated, and not
just in your room on the second floor.:
Guys, don't make the mistake I did
Saturday night, Don't think that the
,: lady: isgoing tp follow: you wherever
•jyou go; Doh'tthirik thatshe'll wait for
; you^npmatter what you do. They have
: ,:• lives of: their own* and it doesn'tmatter
^ h e f is'pfithefpptball:
»TJSpi|lci::!:akj!;(
^like^iriyjroppQrl:''1
fc imean/ste:w|«s^fe;!
?she,;s3id'Smti:6;5
;(jirl|::ia'hd::.guysi.. i p :
ittoS
jsSe'IffieetMeithereK
|m^^
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What's Up On Trinity's Campus This Week?
Party Pants: A Frivolous Fashion or A Multi-Purpose Must?
BY BRANDON BARNES
Features Editor
The fashion trends at Trinity Col-
lege never cease to amaze the Trinity
visitor. I noticed this weekend when a
student from nearby college exclaimed,
"The girls here all wear those tight pants".
Oh yes they do, and what started out as
merely a trend last year has turned into
a way of life.
The beautiful black pants, worn by a
majority of the female population seem
to leave little to the imagination, accent-
ing the figure of each of its owners from
"party pants", a name that obviously de-
rived from their common weekend ap-
pearances.
If you attend weekend social functions
regularly, you might want to try squint-
ing your eyes while gazing into a crowd
of students. One will find a sea of black
party pants flowing richly throughout
the dance floor.
Both Features Editors own party pants
and wear them with the reasoning that
they are "comfortable" and "flattering".
They say that you can even wear your
"party pants" to classes and other non-
social events. But then again, if all girls
wore "party pants" to classes, wouldn't
classes soon become a social event? Re-
gardless girls like to wear clothes that
make them look good and boys like to
look at the girls who look good.
As one student said, "Trinity issues
a pair of these pants to every female upon
acceptance to the school". This may be
true, because it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find a female student who
The beautiful black pants leave little to the imagination,
accenting the figure of each of its owners from the
waist all the way down to the respective pair of Nine
West shoes which must come free with the pants.
the waist all the way down to the respec-
tive pair of Nine West shoes which must
come free with the pants.
The material is a combination of
cotton; lycra and nylon, and the pants
can be found at such popular clothing
stores as J. Crew and Banana Republic
under the name "stretch pants" with a
boot leg cut At Trinity these stretch
does not own a pair of the party pants.
Seeing that this is the case, 1 thought it
might be useful to enumerate various
uses for the party pants, thus allowing
the Trinity student to see that the $60 in-
vestment was practical.
1. Wet Suit: The Trinity Diving Team
often uses wet suits to avoid pain when
neuvers. In order to cut expenses, the
party pants can be worn to protect the
diver from water slaps to the leg and but-
tocks. Maybe the leather versions of
these pants should not be used for this
use.
2. Water Balloon Slingshot: For those
students who are continuously bombed
by the water balloons from the fourth
floor of High Rise, it's payback time! Take
pair of party pants and find two other
teammates. Then, with a member hold-
party pants. Tie a knot at the end of each
leg, inserting a tube through the knot.
Now you can fill each leg with a differ-
ent drink, and hang it from the ceiling
like a giant flask. Try putting nice pale
ale in one leg and a dark amber lager in
the other. For dinner parties, try red wine
in one leg and white in the other. The
combinations are endless!
5. TV Chair/Hammock Bolt each pant
leg to the wall in the corner of your room
and relax. The bounce of party pants can
Tie a knot at the end of each leg, inserting a tube
through the knot Now you can fill each leg with a
different drink, and hang it from the ceiling like a
giant flask.
ing each pant leg, place a water balloon
on the crotch area of the party pants and
launch a water balloon back upstairs.
Watch out for the zipper on the side!
3. Muscle Enhancer. Who needs the
"thigh master" or other expensive exer-
cise gear when the solution can be found
in your own closet? Tie the legs of the
party pants together at the ends and
place the elastic-like circle around your
waist. Next, push your feet against the
knot and extend the pants all the way
out being careful not to lock your knees.
Slowly bend your legs back to the origi-
nal position in order to feel the negative.
Repeat 15-20 reps for about 4 sets.
Your evening jogs have just become ob-
solete and trips to the gym are no longer
necessary.
4. Common Source for Alcohol: Too
bad you can't have a keg for your party,
and it's always a chore to find a container
large enough to hold large amounts d
in'punch. Problem solved thanks ;K>
be very therapeutic. Take two pairs and
make a chair for two-romantic!
With hours of thought, there are nu-
merous other uses for the pair of pants
you thought could only have been worn
to The Tap" on Thursday nights or the
Vernon Place Party Barn on Saturday
nights. Suddenly $60 doesn't seem like
a lot of money to spend on the deluxe
version of "Hot Chillys". I'm hoping that
this article will help to extend the popu-
larity of the party pants, and possibly
someone out there will find a version
that can be worn by males because it's
silly to buy a pair for the sole purpose of
holding them.
The opinions of Mr. Barnes are not nec-
essarily those of the Tripod or its staff.
Frankly, we think he's a little strange.
14" medium $7.50 16" large $9.50
additional
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta
toppings $.50 on med
bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage
broccoli
meatball
pepperoni
spinach
$1.00 on large
eggplan!
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes
SCITV PIZZA SPECIALTIES
PRIMAVERA Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO Med $10.75 Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO Med $10.75 Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM Med $7.'5O Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley •
SEAFOOD SUPREME Med $11.50 Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN Med $9.50 Large $12.50-
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH $17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH $15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
SHEET PAN PIZZA
$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!
TRY OUR SPECIAL
Buffalo Wings (10) $4.95
NY.mmM
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford
236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am
***FREE DELIVERY***
With $7.00 minimum purchase
We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce $4.95
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs $5.95
Spaghetti ziti or shells wMjjsaijsage
8" Half 16" Whole
Cooked Salami $3.75 $7.50
Eggplant . $3.75 $7.50
Genoa $3.75 $7.50
Ham $3.75 $7.50
Meatballs $3.75 $7.50
Roast Beef $3.75 $7.50
Sausage
 ;$3.75 $7.50
Tuna . $3.75 $7.50
Turkey $3.75 $7.50
Veggie/cheese $3.75 $7.50
Chicken Cutlet $4.25 $8.50
Steak/Cheese $4.25 $8.50
Seafood . ' $4.25 $8.50
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50 $9.00
DINNERS
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta $7.95
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta $7.95
Baked ziti $7.95
Meat Ravioli $&.95
Cheese Ravioli - $6.95
Veggie Ravioli , $6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SALADS
CHEF SALAD $5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives .
ANTIPASTO : $5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD $4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD $4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD $1.95
GARLIC BREAD Small $1.50 Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch
BEVERAGES
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
Who Will You Deceive On All Hallow's Eve?
Bv LINDA PACYIOWSKI
Features Editor
Halloween is right around the corner.
One day out of the year dedicated to dis-
guises. A night we would go from house
to house asking strangers for candy as if
it was owed to us, while dressed up as
ninjas and cowboys, princesses and
punk rock girls. A night that last year
' was spent at The Gotham Lounge for
many of us trying to win that best cos-
tume award while getting our groove on
with free beer until 11:00. As Casey Sav-
age '00 says, "You can put on a mask, act
like an asshole, and no one can get mad
at you because they don't know who you
are."
Someone once told me that the origi-
nal purpose of Halloween was to dress
up in scary disguises to ward off the evil
spirits sent up from Hell. Others say that
the purpose of Halloween has somewhat
stayed the same except we dress up in
disguises to become the belligerent evil
spirits sent from Hell. Regardless of the
purpose, this holiday is recognized and
practiced by all ages in some way or an-
other.
As kids, we would have our parents
agonize over our costumes. Boys would
become pint-size Army commanders,
ninjas, or super heroes. "My best costume
ever was a gorilla. 1 would wear it
months later and run around as a gorilla
scaring people, or maybe just myself,"
says Damon Francis '00. Little boys
could still afford to be clowns or puppy
dogs for Halloween, but as soon as sec-
ond or third grade came around, they
had to be junior warriors. 1 remember
the occasional DaTth Vader or
Spiderman. There were astronauts and
football stars. Boys dressed upas heroes.
"I was Little Bo Peepone year and a piece
of feces the next," says Robert Queeney
'99.
Little girls were dressed to be pretty
and cute. Princesses and fairies, kitty
cats and baby girls. As we hit the
fourth and fifth grades, our costumes
began to assume a more mature look
to them. "1 was a punk for four years
straight, dying my hair pink, and load-
ing on the blue eyeshadow," says Jen
Gerard '99. We became Superwoman
bia, Maryland.
Once we hit middle school and high
school, Halloween took on a whole new
meaning. For example, it became more
than just a night of dressing up in order
to get candy. The night before Hallow-
een, called Mischief or Devil's night, was
Little boys could still afford to be clowns or puppy
dogs for Halloween, but as soon as second or third
grade came around, they had to be junior warriors.
and aerobics instructors, and the Prin-
cess Leia to our brother's Han Solo or
Luke Sky walker.
Of course the original idea of wearing
scary costumes was still explored by
a battle field of eggs and shaving cream.
Houses were egged and bananas were
placed in tail pipes. Students from rival
schools would line up on opposite sides
of the street armed with cartons of eggs
A Gorilla suit can be a fun costume for Halloween. FILE PHOTO
both sexes. We were witches and gob-
lins, along with aliens and the occasional
Freddy Krueger or Ja,son or Michael
Meyers. But honestly, who did we scare?
We all still cried when that super spir-
ited mother dressed upas a witch would
jump out of the bushes in front of her
house to give us candy and laugh when
we peed in our pants and called out for
our daddy. Or maybe that was just me,
but to this day I will not go near that
psycho house on Cleo's Court in Colum-
and some times with balloons filled with
Nair, which became weapons more dan-
gerous than a scary costume. As David
Hayne '00 says, "Strong: bonds were and
still are created between the men who go
out arid tear shit upfdestructiori is the
only goal of the night."
After high school, Halloween has be-
come another excuse for a party. Cos-
tumes are taken even more seriously
now than ever before and group dis-
guises are far more frequent. The Pink
Ladies are popular, and last year 1 re-
member an entire bridal party. The
brothers of Psi-Upsilon really look for-
ward to Halloween since their pledges
have already been seen dressed as pint-
size Army soldiers. Those funny Psi-U
boys.
We try to come up with a creative cos-
tume that no one else is wearing. For ex-
ample, last year I was the only Nike
Swoosh. Yet no one knew what I was.
Kimmy Clark '00 says, "How many times
do.you get the chance to put on a sheet
and get drunk?"
Sure, we don't go from house to house
saying "Trick or treat" with a pillow case
full of candy to be checked by our par-
ents at the end of the night for razor
blades and drugs. Nor do we have our
parents convinced that we will be kid-
napped and gone, one ghost amidst hun-
dreds of others. But this does not mean
that we do not have the spirit that we
once had.
No, Gotham is not open this year. But
this year All Hallow's Eve falls on a Fri-
day night and begins the weekend. 1
don't have the inside scoop on the par-
ties, but I'm sure there will be one source
of belligerence offered for us on this
night. Remember, the day after Hallow-
een is All Saint's Day therefore any evil
deed you perform will be erased by Sat-
urday, right?
I look forward to Halloween for the
chance to dress up in an outfit that 1
probably wouldn't wear to classes. 1 look
forward to Halloween because it is the
day before my birthday, as well. But there
are more reasons than just those out
there. Dress up, spray shaving cream all
over your neighbor's door, and find that
devil to match your angel.
"~ HalloweehronTy'comes around once a
year and just because we no longer get
two dozen miniature Snicker bars, it
doesn't mean that we can't have a good
time. As David Chang '99 says, "Once a
year is never enough to dress up like an
eskimo and be considered cool for it."
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Ohhh...So That's Why They Call It Reading Week!
Remarks on the usefulness of productivity
EMILY OSBORNE
Features Writer
Everywhere I went last week,
I was inundated with the same
questions: "So, when are you go-
ing away? Why are you still
here? Are you hanging around
because of a sport? Are you go-
ing home at all? Why didn't you
leave for the week?"
It seems as though unless you
are forced to stay on campus for
some athletic commitment,
don't have friends to visit at
nearby colleges, or can't go
home because you live in a for-
eign country, you are expected
to run for the hills as soon as
reading week arrives. Is having
work to do not reason enough to
stay in Hartford?
Unlike my indentured ath-
letic classmates, I elected to stay
on campus this reading week.
Frankly, 1 don't think I could
have gone away even if 1 wanted
to. I mean, was I the only per-
son in the entire school who ac-
tually had work to do? Are my
professors the only ones who
assign major papers and mid-
terms over reading week?
Maybe its just me, but I have
a hard time justifying taking off
for the week when half of my
grades for the semester are
based on the work I turn in
Monday and Tuesday mornings
after the week off. Granted,
some people did have a lot of
their work due the week before
reading week, but most of us,
and I know this is true at least
for the other people in my
courses, have papers and
projects due as soon as classes
start again.
Maybe I'm wrong, but I have
always been under the impres-
sion that reading week was de-
signed to be a time to catch up
on reading (hence the name of
the week), and to get going on
all those midterm exams and
papers. Functioning under this
assumption, 1 spent a bulk of
my week holed up in the library,
becoming close friends with the
research librarian, and even
better friends with the new
Netscape library computer sys-
tem. My computer got a good
workout over the week too, and
for probably the first time all
semester, Word Perfect saw
more action than Solitaire.
This is not to say that I spent
every minute of everyday over
the week typing out papers like
a madwoman. I did my fair
share of procrastinating too, yet
somehow, with no one else
around to partake in my time-
wasting rituals, even my pro-
crastination was somewhat
productive.
I was able to finally do all that
laundry that's been building up
in the corner of my room. I
caught up on correspondence
with my friends who are
abroad. I planned my course
schedule for next semester (yes
folks, registration is coming
more quickly than you may
think). I even found time to pay
my phone bill before AT&T cut
off my link to the outside world.
Spending time on the empty
campus was really refreshing. 1
now understand what my
friends wh o spend the summers
here mean when they say that
they hate when people came
back to school for the year. You
get used to having the campus
to yourself, even if it is just for a
week.
I got to go to the gym with-
out having to wait for a tread-
mill to open up, 1 got my choice
of parking spots on Summit
Street, I didn't have to fight for a
seat at one of the coveted round
tables in Mather during prime
lunch time, and I didn't have to
wait for a free shower in the
mornings.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not
saying that there isn't any merit
in getting away from campus
for a few days. Sometimes
spending time away from
school is just what the doctor
ordered, but there is a lot to be
said for spending a week off
from classes on campus.
1 was more productive this
reading week than perhaps dur-
ing any given week during the
semester. Not only was I able to
get a jump start on all my mid-
term exams and papers, but I fi-
nally had time to do all the
things that 1 don't have time to
even think about while classes
are in session. I was able to go
out at night, sleep late, plan my
own schedule, and still manage
to get all my work done.
So, for all those people who
went away for the week, party-
ing it up at other schools and
putting off all that work that
was waiting for you back on
campus, don't expect a sympa-
thetic ear from anyone who
spent the week here when you
have to pull three straight all
nighters just to get all those pa-
pers written that you could
have at least started over read-
ing week.
the Elliott School offers
career-oriented graduate
programs ins
• International Affairs
• Science, Technology
and Public Policy
• International Trade
and Investment Policy
and 14 other specialized programs
in our regionalprofessional fields
For more information, meet with
an Elliott School representative at the
James Madison University Graduate Fair
in Phillips Hall Ballroom
on October 9 ; from 11:00am - 3:00pm
or contact:
Elliott School of International Affairs
The George Washington University
2013 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20052
(202) 994-7050
e-mail: esiagrad@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu
Website: http://www.gwu.edu/-elliott/
v»
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Around
Trinity..,
It's Time to Drop the Meal Plan
AT learned this week that a student
eating in Mather complained to a
Marriott worker that she found live ants
pouring out of the hot water machine.
The Marriott employee then replied:
"Well, what color were they?" The sur-
prised student barked back with: "What
difference does it make, there are ants in
the water!" The employee then stated that
"this time of year there are ants every-
where. There's nothing we can do about
it." Urn, anyone else wonder if that em-
ployee would give Jon Small the same
excuse? Pop quiz, hot shot: There are ants
in the hot water... What do you do? What
do you do!?
Speaking of Marriott...
Thursday night is "Keg Nite" at the
Bistro, right Jane? What's that you say, it's
not for the freshmen? This week Bistro
Jane called upon Campus Safety to ruin
the evening of five freshmen who obvi-
ously haven't yet learned the art of the
fakelD. CampusSafety checked their true
birthdays,confiscated their ID's,and filed
a report to the Dean of Students' office.
Sorry guys, but you just don't wise-off to
Her Majesty, Bistro Jane.... poor, poor f resh-
men.so much to learn.
Senior's Reading Week Blues
Oh, how one must feel pain for those
unfortunate thesis writers. While every-
one else was out basking in the sun on
some warm beach, or devouring some
home cooking with the hum of mom's
washing machine whirling near by, the
class of '98 suffered while procrastinating
on their various chapters... Beer in one
hand, typing with the other... Any fresh-
men scared yet? Be afraid, be very afraid.
Could it be?
It would appear the rumors are true...
Not only does Lockwood have a ton of
pledges, but AT tried to get a look in at
their Halloween party only to find half
the campus in their backyard! Mean-
while, the six people at the Gender
Bender had one hell of a time with the
Party Barn all to themselves. Even the hot
dog yehdor showed up to capitalize on
Lockwood's success. It would seem that
Lockwood is back on the Greek scene,
helping to once again prove that if it's not
Greek its weak. We happy Trin-Trin
campers enjoyed sucking down our beer
through plastic fangs, as the pledges ran
around in Hawaiian shirts... Nice work
guys, so when's your next party?
Accidentals or AD?
Trinity students just couldn't make
up their minds this Saturday night. AT
watched as droves of the same freshmen
(we all know they roam in packs, af teral 1
they can't afford the damage to their
reputation that a little individual
thought might cause) repeatedly
switched parties between AD and the
Accidentals in the Party Barn. Apparently
this freshman class really deserved their
disastrous math proficiency results,., why
else would they pay 51 here, and then 5$
there. With that kind of a night you'll
have nothing left for Leon the Hot Dog
man.
Speaking of Leon...
Apparently EROS is hurting for
money after the Gender Bender flopped,
as even Leon was helping them make
their money back the next night by using
a rather interesting sales pitch: "Hot dogs,
for two dollars, one for me and one for
my lesbian friends."
LECTURES
Tuesday, Oct. 28 7:00 PM
The Decolonization series presents The Opium
War. The movie will hosted by students Jennifer
Antoniazzi '99 and Adam Rix '98 in McCook Au-
ditorium.
7:30 PM
The Science Alliance, Student Activities and
the Women's Center presents "Lethal Viruses,
Ebola and the Hot Zone: Where Science Meets
Our Darkest Fears." This slide lecture will be pre-
sented by Colonel Nancy and Colonel Jerry Jaax
in the Washington Room of Mather Hall. Cur-
rently, the Jaax's serve respectively as Chief of
Pathology and Chief of Veterinary Medicine at the
United States Army Medical Research Institute
of Infectious Diseases.
Wednesday, Oct. 29 4:15 PM
The fall student workshop, "Avoiding Plagia-
rism" will be conducted by Assistant Director of
the Writing Center Cindy Butox.. The workshop
will be held in the Allen K. Smith Writing Center
at 115 Vernon Street.
7:00 PM
Timothy Slotover '98, will present a lecture en-
titled "Nazi Gold; HowEurope Robbed the Vic-
tims of the Holocaust." The lecture will be
presented in the Akus Gallery of Eastern Con-
necticut State University in Willimantic.
8:00 PM
The Inaugural Shirley G. Wassong Memorial
Lecture, The Man at the Whitehouse window:
Abraham Lincoln and the centralidea ofthe Civil
War, will be presented by Stephen B. Oates in
McCook Auditoriurn. Oates is a professor of His-
tory and Paul Murray Kendall Professor of Biog-
raphy at the University of Massachusetts-
Arnherst. «.
8:00 PM.
S.E.E.D. and La VozLatina will give a workshop
entitled Latinos in Education: A People at Risk
The workshop, open to the public, will discuss
programs available to Latino Students. The work-
shop will be held in Life Sciences Auditorium.
LECLCONT.
Thursday, Oct. 30 12:15 PM
Allan K. Smith Assistant Professor of Creative
Writing in Fiction Hank Lewis will read ex-
cerpts from his short story Sister got a Man. The
reading will take place at the Alumni Lounge
in Mather Hall. If you would like to receive a
copy of SisterGot A Man prior to the reading call
extension 2408.
Monday, Nov. 3 4:00 PM
The philosophy Department will present a
lecture entitled "Prozac & Philosophy: Some
Ethical Worries about Psychopharmacology" in
McCook Library. Carol Freedman, visiting pro-
fessor at Trinity, will present the lecture. Re-
freshments will be served.
7:30 PM
The Cesare Barbieri Endowment for Italian
Culture presents Lectura Dantis inHamlinHalL
The lecture entitled "Paradise 10-13: The Saints"
will be given by Virginia Jewis. Jewis is a pro-
fessor at Dartmouth.
Chapel Happenings j L
Wednesday, Oct. 29
12:00 PM Roman Catholic
Mass
Crypt Chapel
4:30 PM • •
Sunday, Nov. 2
• , 5:00 PM
7:00 PM
Monday, Nov. 3
1200PM&
4:30 PM
7:00 PM
Meditation
Crypt Chapel
Roman Catholic
Mass
Main Chapel
Vespers Service
Main Chapel
Meditation
Crypt Chapel
"TIMEOUT"
Friendship Chapel
CINESTUDIO
CONTACT (PG) Thurs-Sat,Oct30-Nov.l 7:00 PM
Sat, Nov. 1 2:00 PM
(1997) Directored by Robert Zemeckis. Screenplay by James V. Hart and Michael Goldenberg, based on the novel
by Carl Sagan, Cast: Jodie Foster, Tom Skerritt, Matthew McConaughey, John Hurt, James Woods, Angela Bassett. The
best (and probably only) science fiction movie starring a woman since Alien, Contact offers the rare combination of
a great story, awesome special effects and a serious philosophical debate. Jodie Foster plays an astronomer who has
been monitoring radio telescope dishes for signs of life in space for years, When she makes the miraculous discovery,
it's an uphill battle for her to be chosen to travel in space to make first contact. Based on the best seller by Carl Sagan,
this film is a tribute to the late writer and scientist's questing spirit, and his intense curiosity about the mysteries of
the cosmos. 142 min.
STAR MAPS (R) Fri - Sat, Oct. 31 - Nov. 1 9:50 PM
(1997) Written and directed by Miguel Arteta, based on a story by Arteta and Matthew Greenfield. Cinematogra-
pher: Chuy Chavez. Cast: Douglas Spain, Efrain Figueroa, Kandeyce Jorden. The first film by Miguel Arteta goes
straight to the treacherous heart of L.A., where the glamor and wealth of Hollywood coexist but rarely mingle with
the large surrounding population of struggling Mexican Americans. 18-year-old Carlos, bedeviled by dreams of star-
dom, starts off where he can: working as the kind of guide to Hollywood sights who willalso go back to your hotel
room, for a price. Most of Carlos' clients, men and women alike, care little for his dreams of making it big, but one
infatuated soap opera actress may just be the ticket out he has hoped for. "Striking and sexy", commented David
Ansen, Newsweek. "A California Midnight Cowboy." Janet Maslin, NY Times. 95 min.
DIRTY DANCING (PG-13) Sun, Nov. 2 2:30 PM
Sun - Tues, Nov. 2 - 4 7:30 PM
(1987) Directed by Emile Ardolino. Cast:Patrick Swayzejennifer Greyjerry Orbach, Cynthia Rhodes. If you think
of The Rocky Horror Picture Show as the most popular cult film, you're showing your age. Today's 20 something-or-
others have claimed Di rty Dancing as a cult classic of their own. And why not? It's been 10 years since Patrick squeezed
into his black dancing pants and stole the heart of Jennifer Grey, playing a Mount Holyoke-bound good girl spending
a quiet vacation at a resort hotel with her parents. Instead of working her way through her reading list Jennifer
hangs out with the resort staff, learning how to shake her hips to the sensual beat of The Ronettes Otis Redding and
The Shirelles. There's still nothing like a little dirty dancing to shake up the bourgeoisie. A new print with a remas-
tered Dolby SR" soundtrack. 97 min. ..
Compiled by ChristineMcCarthy-McMorris
L
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Flamenco
The Latin American and Spanish Film series
present Flamenco. The Spanish film, directed by
Carlos Saura, examines the world of flamenco.
The film will be held on Wednesday, October 28,
in Cinestudio at 7:30 PM. Admission prices are
$3.50 for students and $4.50 regular admission.
Molly Sweeney
Theater Works, Hartford's professional Off-
Broadway style theater company, presents Molly
Sweeney by Brian Friel. The play runs from Oc-
tober 31 through December 7 at TheaterWorks,
233 Pearl Street in downtown Hartford. For more
information and to order tickets call (860) 527-
7838.
Through November 30
- Munch and Women: Image and Myih.an exhibit
exploring the role of women in the imagery of
Edward Munch, can be seen at the Yale Univer-
sity Art Gallery. For more information call Marie
N. Weltzien at (203) 432-0611.
Experience Mexico in Living Color
Full-Immersion Language, Culture
Courses and Spanish language
instruction for beginning, intermedi-
ate, and advanced level students.
Interested in a Spanish summer
session from June 29 - July 30,
1998, at LaSalle College Campus in
Guadalajara, Mexico? Contact
LaSalle college through e-mail at:
Graduate School Fair
Thursday, October 30, Career Services will host
a Graduate and Professional School Fair. The
event will be held in the Washington Room of
Mather Campus Center between 7:00 PM and 8:15
PM There will be extended Hours for NY Con-
sortium from 5:00 -10:00 PM. There will be free
food!
Deadline
Friday, October 31, is the deadline for ALL NY
Consortium Materials. Materials must be submit-
ted no later than 4:00 PM. to Career Services.
Poetry Contest
The Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum is offering a
prize of $500 in its Distinguished Poet Awards
poetry contest. Poets may enter one poem only,
20 lines or fewer, on any subject, in any style.
Contest closes January 31,1997, but contestants
are encouraged to submit their work as soon as
possible. Poems should be sent to Sparrowgrass
Poetry Forum, Dept. N, 609 Main St., PO Box 193,
Sisterville, WV 26175-0193. For more informa-
tion check their web site at:
http://wwwtinplace.com/sparrow.
The Nightmare Factory
The Nightmare Factory, a haunted house, will
be open though October 31. Admission price is
$8.00. The house will run from 6:00 PM to 10 PM
on Thursday and 6:00 to 12:00 PM on Friday. The
event is held at the Harris Building on 321 Ellis
Street in New Britain, CT. For more information
call 224-1436.
Volunteer for LEAP
LEAP is looking for people between the ages of
16 and 25 to volunteer as mentors or tutors for
children hving\nHartfoid Public Housing LEAP
is a non-prol u organization Vox more informa-
tion, call 951-0767.
AILBEV.
October 29
9:30 PM
10:00 PM
October 30
9:30 PM
October 31
5:00 PM
November 2
7:00 PM
November 3
9:15 PM
Steven NystrupDuo
New Age Jazz
in the Bistro
Addicted to Love
Favorite Flick Night
in the Cave
Street Temperature
Jazz/Funk R&B
in the Bistro
Halloween Trip to
Salem, MA
Tickets $8.00
in the SLRC Office
TCAC Meeting
in the
Rittenberg Lounge
SGA Meeting
In the Terrace Rooms
i5 Showcase movie tickets
available in SLRC!
$4.00 for students and
$5.00 for faculty and staff
with ID. '
Now PLAYING
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, October 30 ,
Prices: $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before.6 PM ; •
For scheduling information, call (860)568-8810 :
Devils Advocate (R) 1:00 PM; 1:30 PM; 4:00 PM; 4:30 PM; 7:00 PM; 730 PM; 10:20 PM; 12:35 AM
Fairy Tales; A True Story (PG) 12:30PM; 2:50 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:40 PM
Gattaca(PG-O) 12:05 PM; 2:20 PM; 4:40 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:40 PM; 11:55 PM
I Know What You Did Last Summer(R) 12:55 PM; 1:45 PM; 3:10 PM; 4:45 PM; 5:20 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:40 PM;
10:15 PM; 12:00 PM; 12:30 AM
' 12:35 PM; 3:05 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:50 PM; 9:55 PM; 11:45 PM
12:10 PM; 1:10 PM; 3:40 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:05 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:35 PM; 10:05 PM;
1150 PM; 12:30 AM
1:20 PM; 3:25 PM; 5:30 PM: 7:55 PM; 10:05 PM; 12:15 AM
1:25 PM; 4:20 PM; 7:40 PM; 10:10 PM; 12:30 AM
7:20 PM; 9:25 PM; 11:30 PM .
12:20 PM; 2:30 PM; 4:40 PM
12:30 PM: 3:50 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:50 PM; 12:25 AM
12:00 PM; 4:50 PM; 7:25 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:10 AM
In and Out (PG-13)
Kiss the Girls.(R)
Most Wanted (R)
The Peacemaker (R)
Playing God (R)
Rocketman (PG)
Seven Years in Tibet (PG -13)
Soul Food (R)
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, October 30
Prices: $3.50 general admission; $2.50 matinees
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
Air Force One (R)
Men in Black (PG -13)
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, October 30
Prices; $3.50 general admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489
Air Force One (R)
Men in Black (PG -13)
7:00 PM
7:10 PM
"Bookbag Buddy"
scores big with students.
Amazing gadget deters thieves
from stealing bookbags.
Free Brochure:
(860)541-3108
Visit New York Law School
on your campus!
Law School Fair (10/30/97). Come pick up an
application and •
speak to an Admissions Counselor.
Visit our web site at:
www.nyls.edu
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK TOURS
Bahamas, Cancun &r Ski Trips!
FREE FOOD & FREE DRINKS!
Sign up before Nov. 30.
Organize a group-travel free.
Call for details and free brochure.
' Call 1 (888) SPRING BREAK Today!
*EXTRA INCOME '97*
Earn $200 -$5000 weekly mailing travel
brochures. For more information send a self-
addressed envelope to:
Seabreeze Travel,
P.O. Box 0188
Miami, FL 33261.
**Spring Break..."Take 2"**
Hiriing Reps! Sell lfLTake 2 Free
Hosttestes Destinations!. Free Parties, Eats and
Drinks.
SunSplash: 1-800-426-7710
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes.
. ; For details-Rush $1.00 with SASE to: .
Group 5,6547 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 .
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Rusted Root Concert Was Not A Big Success
BY BETH GILLIGAN
Arts Writer
On Sunday, October 26, Rusted Root
performed for an audience of approxi-
mately 500 Trinity students. I not only
had the chance to see the show but 1 also .
had the opportunity to interview the
band.
The Pittsburgh-based band, now con-
sists of six musicians: Mike Glabicki
(lead vocals, guitar, mandolin), Liz Ber-
lin (backup vocals, percussion, violin),
Patrick Norman (bassguitar, percussion,
vocals),John Buynak (guitar, percussion,
flute, mandolinXJim DiSpirito (percus-
sion, hand drummer), and Jim Donovan
(drums, background vocals, guitar). An-
other member, Jen Wertz, left the band
in 1995 for "professional and personal"
reasons and now performs with a group
called Lovechild.
Glabicki and Berlin started perform-
ing together in 1990, and by 1993 Rusted
Root was in solid form with the gradual
additions of Donovan, Norman, Wertz,
DiSpirito, and Buynak. That same year,
the band recorded and released its first
album, "Cruel Sun." n 1994, "When I
•Woke," Rusted Root's first major label re-
cording, was released by Mercury, The
ORLY
THE ONE AND ONLY
MATCHMAKER
WHAT IS THE MEDIA
SAYING ABOUT ORLY?
The Phil Donahue Show
"Oily is ;i unique personal matchmaker..."
Ron Reagan Show
"Oily, horn a matchmaker..."
Sally Jesse Rafael Show
"Orly's service is designed tor the professionals.
AM Los Angeles Show
"two of Orly's clients were married' live on the
slum'., .The wedding of the year"
Eyewitness News (ABC)
"Orly. world renowned matchmaker..'
KTLA Morning News
"Orly. matchmaker inaction..."
Jewish T,V, Network
"Orly is;i-real niarriujfc broker..." \.
Montel Williams Show
"Orly's clientsare "the cream de la cream..."
AM Philadelphia Show
"Orly's clients are simply top of the line,.."
Cleveland Tonight Show
"Orly. a touch of class..."
Orange County News Channel
"Orly is champagne wishes...."
AM Northwest Show, Oregon
"Orly the one and only matchmaker..."
Good Evening Seattle Show
"Orly is an investment in your future..."
The Dim! Petty Show, Canada
"Orly has a sixth sense.
National Enquirer
"Orly has a dream date for you..."
Orange County Register
"Orly has a match for the sincere singles.
The Heritage Weekly
"Orly is nationally and internationally known..."
Los Angeles Times
"Orly matches the rich and successful.
Dallas Morning Newspaper
"Orly made countless introductions.
Beverly Hills Today
"Orly is the Rolls Royce of matchmaking..."
KHTalkRadio
"Orly, a matchmaker with a sixth sense..."
WLAC Nashville Radio
"Orly is a celebrity matchmaker..."
Liz Berlin of Rusted Root adds to the sound of the band with
percussion intruments.
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band's follow up album, "Remember,"
debuted in 1996. Rusted Root has also re-
leased an EP that included a Santana
cover they did for the motion picture
"Home for the Holidays," and "Rusted
Root," a package that includes a one^hour
video and a CD with five songs on it.
The band members regularly switch
instruments during live shows, creating
a unique sound for each song. DiSpirito
ays that the band has been influenced
by a lot of non-Western music. Having
prefers Tridiariinusic but^aySTnat'some
of his band mates enjoy African music
as well.
As far as song writing goes, lead vocal-
ist Mike Glabicki is credited with most
of the lyrics. At times the band will write
a song collectively, with each member
bringing shape to it. Rusted Root has
been on tour since June, traveling both
the East and West Coasts, During the
summer, they played a number of shows
with Santana.
Jim DiSpirito describes the tour as "a
learning experience," something that has
given the band the opportunity to meet
other talented musicians such as
Santana, Page, and Plante, Also, accord-
ing to DiSpirito, "everyone in the band
loves playing music." However, he notes
that "it's hard to be creative on the road,"
and that it has a taken a physical toll on
everyone. .
\ , The members of Rusted Root have been
fortunate in that their families have been
able to travel with them during most of
the tour. During the Santana tour, the
band performed mostly in large outdoor
amphitheaters in front of audiences of
twelve to twenty thousand people.
When they are on their own, they usu-
ally play at smaller venues, such as col-
. leges and clubs.
In January Rusted Root plans to re-
hearse and record songs for a new album.
Their most recent major album was "Re-
member," which the band members con-
sider to be a transitional record. If all
goes according to schedule, it will be re-
leased in late summer, probably around
July or August.
Musically, DeSpirito says the band is
"striving to balance [their] growing na-
ture as creative people with the wants of
[their] fans." He says the band tries to
more or less stick to its core because they
never want to grow out of the uniqueness
that has given them such a large follow-
ing.
DeSpirito notes the band's extensive
traveling as the most significant effect of
their recent fame. If Rusted Root contin-
• ues their creative use instruments and
eclectic musical sound, they are likely to
find even greater success in the future.
While many Trinity students spend
Sunday afternoons sleeping in or study-
ing, they received a pleasant change in
routine on October 26. This past Sunday,
from one to six p.m. the Laura Love Band
and Rusted Root performed in the field
house. Although the turnout was less
than had been expected, the crowd was
enthusiastic and seemed to fully enjoy
the concert.
At approximately 1:45 p.m., the Laura
Love Band took stage. At this time there
were very few people in attendance, as
Rusted Root wasn't scheduled to perform
until 2:30 p.m. The Seattle-based band
performed for about an hour, without a
great deal of reaction from the crowd.
The five-member band consists of Laura
Love (bass, lead vocals), Julie Wolf (ac-
cordion, backup vocals), Rod Cook (gui-
tar), Barbara Lamb (fiddle), and Chris
Leigh ton (drums). .Laura Love Band al-
bums include, "Helvetica Bold,"
"Pangaea," and "Octoroon." They have
played for about two hours straight, con-
tinually switching instruments in order
to create their unique sound. Rusted Root
played everything from old favorites
such as "Cat Turned Blue" to new songs
which have yet to be released.
The song "Send Me On My Way," from
the "When I Woke" album, generated the
largest crowd response. After that, the
band participated in an all-percussion
jam, which received a similarly enthusi-
astic response. The group finished by
doing an encore of the popular song
"Martyr."
The student response to Rusted Root's
performance was overwhelming posi-
tive. Many were impressed by the bands
improvisational technique. "The show
was very energetic and powerful. Their
talent was demonstrated by their ability
to perform on many different instru-
ments but pull the sound together. I had
a blast dancing up in the front with my
friends," said Jane Norton '01. Dean
Greenblatt '01 remarked, "This was my
fourth Rusted Root show, and I still think
they're an amazing band."
Despite the show's popularity among
those in attendance, the concert was a bit
of a financial disappointment forTCAC
Although, they had 2,000 tickets to sell,,
they only sold a little over 500. TCAC
President Kevin Thompson '99 partially
attributes this to this to the fact that the
concert was at such an unusual time.
Also, due to concerns on the part of the
administration, the activities committee
was not allowed to publicize the event
off-campus, and there was no alcohol
allowed. The strict no-reentry policy
caused a few people to miss some of the
show? an,'d.rumors that certain band
Tftem8ere~we'ren't going to show up
might have dissuaded some students
from purchasing tickets. Due to the high
cost of the concert and the small num-
ber of tickets TCAC was allowed to sell,
at $15 ticket prices were higher than
usual.
However, Thompson feels that the
Rusted Root concert also had many suc-
cessful elements. He calls it "the best
show I've seen here," and noted that there
Rusted Root gave a good concert to a low number of Trinity students.
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recently signed with Rusted Root's label,
Mercury Records. Like Rusted Root, their
songs had many musical influences, in-
cluding folk, rock, and country. Despite
the audience's somewhat unenthusiastic
response, the Laura Love Band per-
formed with a great deal of energy, yo-
deling and jamming.
More people began to filter in around
2:30 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. Rusted Root came
on stage around that same time, opening
their set with the song "Voodoo" from
. their most recent album, "Remember."
They continued with "Rain," "Laugh at
the Sun," and "Ecstasy," during which the
crowd really began to move. The band
were hardly any security issues during
the performances. Thompson says one
of the goals of the concert was to raise
money to bring more quality bands to
Spring Weekend.
Although TCAC did not meet this
goal, Thompson describes the concert as
"a learning process" and says that it did
help in .terms of building the trust fac-
tor with the administration. Steve
Rotvithis '01 expressed the general sen-
timent regarding the show by saying, "1
thought it was a great concert. The band
was very talented, it's just too bad so
many kids in the school missed out on
it."
X
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Goldfinger Concert
Rocks New Haven
BY CHRIS W U
Arts Writer
Once again, I journeyed into the boom-
ing land of punk-ska, this time, a band I
saw rise from literally the bottom. I re-
member a couple years ago seeing
Goldfinger three times in the span of a
month because their extensive touring
of California. Soon, "Here in Your Bed-
room" became a radio baby and
Go Idfi nger found themselves opening for
Sex Pistols and No Doubt.
A year later, it was Red Big Fish and
goods ska acts (i.e. Skeletones) on the
Magical Mystery Meat Tour with
Goldfinger. Now, with their release of
Hang Ups, their third release on Mojo
Records (a months ago I found the rare
first release called Richter in Cutler's
Records in New Haven),
Goldfinger is back punking it up with
blonde guitarist Brain Mashbum were
right on.
Their set included crowd favorites
"The World is New," "Spam," and "Under
21" (Isn't it Ijonic... don't 'cha think?).
There were many middle-schoolers ob-
sessing over Save Ferris and meathead
punks obsessing over Powell. Geez. The
band played a cover of Operation Ivy's
"Artificial Life" and of course their hit
cover of Dexy's Midnight Runners'
"Gome on Eileen."
After a long wait, GoU/ingerstumbled
out on stage to the James Bond Theme.
They immediately kicked off their set
with "Answers," ska-reggae anthem off
their self-titled album. Complete with
horn section of trumpet and trombone,
the song was hindered by a few techni-
cal difficulties. Unfortunately, the diffi-
culties continued to rear its ugly head all
through the hour set plus encore.
The band nevertheless continued on
WWW.GEOClTlES.COM/SUN5ETSTRlP/ALLEY/9636/
Goldfinger tour makes a stop in New Haven.
more miles of touring under their belt,
more teeny boppers, and a kickin' new
horn section.
The night opened with LA band
Kara's Flowers. They were absolutely,
amazing. Their sheer pop music was as
catchy Elvis Costello and as rockin' as
the Beach Boys. Singer, Adam Levine had
the crooning power of the loungey Josh
Caterer of Smoking Popes' with the
squeaky force of Dallas band Bobgoblin's
Sgt. Hop Manski. They rock and rolled
with their crazy behavior, punk rock
showmanship, and major crowd partici-
pation. Singer John Feldman started off
wearing a three button jacket and by the
encore, Feldman had stripped down and
revealed his famous tattooed back and
arms. Guitarist Charlie Paulson, did his
signature spin and skips all over the
stage, bassist Simon Williams was his
usual sensibly collected self, and drum-
mer "Dangerous" Darrin Pfeifer was up
to his usual hi-jinx of mooning, crack-
Goldfinger stumbled out on stage to the James Bond
Theme. They immediately kicked off their set with
"Answers," ska-reggae anthem off their self-titled album.
through their set, picking songs from
their debut release on Reprise, The
Fourth World. Bassist Mickey Madden
was clad in a stunning three button suit
and guitarist Jesse Carmichael was
jumping all over the stage.
The set was laced with the "SloopJohn
B."-esque "My Ocean Blue," rocking "My-
self" and "Oliver." They also played their
MTV 120 Minutes embraced single "Soap
Disco," a song that could get you hum-
ming the tune for the next week. They
closed with their rendition of Queen's
"We are the Champions," a cover that
would have made Eddie Mercury (RIP) •
. proud.
Next up was Orange County's (yes, No
Doubt Land) Save Ferris, a band that had
been touring with Reel Big Fish and
MxPx for some time now. They essen-
tially played the same set they play when
they support another band. Opening
with the hip "Superspy," singer Mo
Powell made her presence felt with her
strong vocals and skankin' grooves. She
was the rude girl definition of a, dare I
say it, diva. The horn section was amaz-
ing, the bass lines were funky and the
duets between Powell freshly beached-
ing wanky jokes, and amazing drum-
ming.
The band represented their new al-
bum Hang Ups playing great tracks such
as "Chris Cayton," "My Head," and "If
Only." The band was definitely raised to
a higher level with the new horn section.
They were able to perform songs such as
"Pictures," "Superman" (sax player Eric
Zamora joining in to play), and new
single "This Lonely Place."
They hammered through their hits
"Here in your Bedroom," and "Mable" (I
was at the filming of the video for
"Mable" at the Fillmore in San Francisco).
And they played a lots' off favorites of the
self.-titled album like "Miles Away," City
with Two Faces ( F - LA), " "My
Girlfriend's Shower Sucks" and perenni-
ally favorite "F— You and Your Cat," They
also to managed to throw in a few good
covers including the Specials "Nite Klub,"
Duran Duran's "Rio" and the Cure's "Just
Like Heaven."
All in all, it was a good show. The im-
portant thing is underneath the radio
hits and MTV airplay, the boys in
Goldfinger stillknQVfhow to punk it up
for the kids.
Students Stepping
Out On The Town
BY ALISA BOLL
Arts Writer
Last Thursday's "Stepping Out On
The Town" went off without a hitch.
It isaneventto help bring Trinitystu-
dents togedier and to make us more
aware of the city in which we live.
The event pairs freshmen with se-
niors. This creates a chance for stu-
dents to get to know someone they
probably wouldn't meet otherwise. It
is also a great chance to introduce
freshmen to the cultural opportuni-
ties in Hartford. This year 12 fresh-
men and 15 seniors along with about
all to the Bushnell for a wonderful
performance of Chicago. Chicago is
a flamboyant play portraying the
glamour of the media's coverage of
women in jail for murder. Roxie and
Velma, the stars, strive to be in the
media's spotlight, until they are ul-
timately replaced by a new story.
They then pair up as dance partners
and work to be in Vaudeville, a trav-
eling dance / acting troupe.
The show mixed together the
sassy feeling of great jazz music with
the eerie mood of cold-blooded mur-
der. The music wasfantasticand the
dancing was extraordinary. After
the performance, several students
The event pairs freshmen with seniors. This
creates a chance for students to get to know
someone they probably wouldn't meet otherwise.
It is also a great chance to introduce freshmen
to the cultural opportunities in Hartford.
40 faculty members participated in
the event. It was such a popular
evening that many students were
placed on waiting lists for the chance
to participate.
The evening started off with a
quaint reception at the Old State
House in downtown Hartford. We
were so inspired that they couldn't
help but try out some of those amaz-
ing dance moves.
Overall, the evening was a great
success. Patrick Nolen and Mariah
Titlow, .the organizers of the event,
with the help of Patricia Connolly,
Director of Campus events, did an
WWW.CHICAGOTHEMUSICAL.COM/
Chicago - The Musical is a great mix of great dance and
fantastic music.
spent about an hour and a half there
getting to know each other over some
wine and cheese.
To break the ice, the seniors were
given a slip of paper with their fresh-
man partner's hometown on it. -In
order for the freshmen to get their
excellent job putting everything to-
gether. The evening was well
thought out and creatively planned.
Nolen and Titlow are both sopho-
mores who participated in this series
last year and wanted to bring it back
this year. ' .
The show mixed together the sassy feeling of
great jazz music with the eerie mood of cold-
blooded murder. The music was fantastic and
the dancing was extraordinary.
ticket to the play, they had to meet
their senior partner. The.game
worked well in accomplishing its
goal. Everyone seemed to be talking
and having a good time. Many
friendships were cultured through-
out the evening.
After the reception, a bus took us
.- Nolen and Titlow are currently
planning 6 more "Stepping Out On
The Town" events for this year in-
cluding Show Boat and Sleeping
Beauty. Freshmen and seniors keep
an eye out for sign ups for these
events, they are popular and tend to
fill up fast. • ' . • • •
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Cross Country Runnin'
There in Allentown
BY YOLANDA FIAMINO
Sports Writer
After a week off from racing, the men's
and women's cross country teams
headed to Allentown, PA where they
raced against approximately 35 other
schools. The course terrain was relatively
hilly, grass covered, and quite slick. Both
teams did well, although they did not
run to their full potential.
The day began with the women's var-
sity race where 33
teams and 232 people
participated. Trinity's
top finisher was junior
Yolanda Flamino.
Flamino finished the
course in sixth place
and was closely fol-
lowed by her team-
mates. The next
finisher was Elizabeth
Worthy '98 who fin-
ished tenth,in a time of
19:23. The women were
able to fit a third run-
ner in the top twenty
as junior Thania
Benios finished 18th. Se-
nior Sonya Worthy
was the fourth team
finisher, with sopho-
more Mariah Titlow
close behind. Titlow,
who is back from an
injury, had a great run
and continues to make a positive impact
on the team.Kimberly Mendell and Ann
Mary Lukas rounded out the team's top
•'•'sevtfiv-TWeise^ 'fiferfbi'rri'&'rices' allowed for
the team's fourth place finish in a large
and competitive field that consisted of
nationally ranked Division II and III
schools.
The next race of the day was the men's
varsity race which had a similar num-
ber of teams and competitors. Eric
Lavigne '98 lead Trinity through the
course as he finished 19lh with a time of
27:26. Senior Benjamin Appleyard ran a
strong race and was not far behind
Lavigne, as he finished 32"a with a time
of 27:52. Stepping up for the team was
sophomore David Kyle, who finished
third for the team and continues to
steadily progress through the season.
The rest of the men finished within close
proximity of one another and helped the
men's team capture ninth place in a thick
field. These runners include Andy
Malick "00, Todd Markelz '01, Paul Pultar
'01, and Adam Forkner '00.
Despite their place of finish, the men
were not overly pleased with their per-
formance. Kyle summed it up well when
he said, "Today was an off day for the
team. Although there were some good
performances, times
in general were a bit
slow and when you
look at the team as a
collective whole we
just did not accom-
plish what we are ca-
pable of doing." The
women held a simi-
lar view. Sonya Wor-
thy felt that "the team
did not run poorly,
but as a whole we did
not have a great per-
formance. However, it
is useful to run in a
big meet like this and
get used to running in
a group."
Her sister, Eliza-
beth, agreed and
added that "it was dif-
ficult to get steady
footing. It was hard to
get into a rhythm and
get a smooth stride. But, it was not a bad
race and were fairly pleased at the place
our team finished, in." ...-.', ,T ,.
Following these races were the men's
and women's JV races. The women did
well, with senior Katherine Bisbee and
freshmen Mara Keith leading the way, as
they ran near the front of the field over
the entire course. Susan O'Hare '99,
Katherine Shearer '01, and Deborah Van
Allen '99 all ran excellent races. Shearer
ran especially well as she competed in
her first collegiate cross country race.
These runners add depth and continue
to fortify the women's team, The final
race of the day was the men's JV race
where sophomore Matthew Wong ran a
tough race.
Let E-S Sports custom screen print or embroider shirts,
sweatshirts, hats or other merchandise for your dorm, club, or orgonization.
Visit our Website:
www.essports.com
CALL
800-637-0030
TO ORDER TODAY!
47Jackson Street, Box 771 • Holyoke, MA 01041 -Tel: 413.534,5634
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Inconsistant Women's
Soccer Rollercoastin'
BY DEVIN PHARR
Sports Writer
The Women's soccer team had a fairly
poor week pulling into the last stop for
the season. Having beaten Smith at
Trinity on the 9th of October and
Nichols away on the 12th, things began
looking like they were finally going to
gel. The offense featured a veritible
plethora of scorers, Meredith Papa '00,
Sarah Bettencourt '98,Jen Martinelli '98,
Jessica Ritter '01, and Shelley Lozier '99.
In the backf ield, the Bantams have been
led by Courtney Glenn '99, and Marisa
Eddy. Everyone was involved. Trinity
was winning. Unfortunately it was not
the late season turn around for which
every spectator was hoping. Subsequent
losses to Bowdoin, Mt. Holyoke and
Middlebury have left spirits low and
hope far behind. For now there is noth-
ing to face except the welling up of emo-
tion knowing there is only one game
until the end of a season for some and a
career for others.
One thing which did seem to be
working for the Bantams was the rapid
inprovement of and increase in shots
taken. In their three losses they were
outshot by a 63-21 margin. However in
their two wins and one loss, they nearly
eclipsed that margin and put on a dis-
play similiar to that in some of the
games earlier this season.
According to the players, the season
ended poorly as far as record, play, and
level of disappointment. While the
losses to Tufts (1-0) in double overtime
and Mt. Holyoke (1-0) hurt, a 9-0 thrash-
ing by Middlebury wasn't exactly a
catharctic experience. "It was pretty
horrible," said Papa commenting on
their most recent game. "I'm glad it was
on the road and not here." Martinelli
concurred but admitted that "We really
had a great group of girls this year and
just a whole lot of fun."
What the fans here at Trinity did
miss due to the locale of the game was
an amazing feat by Colleen Kirby '99.
While filling in for injured first-year
goalie Michelle Forte, she tallied a
school record of 31 saves while keeping
a very empty goal at Tufts University.
While the Jumbos did win the game,
the record enters the books as most
shots stopped during a single game.
Papa leads the team going into the
final week with four goals and two as-
sists for a total of ten points. Ritter has
added two goals and Lozier with two
goals and an assist.
Field Hockey Undefeated
continued from Page 24
Knowles and Love both scored unas-
sisted to defeat the Polar Bears 2-1. In
goal; Skedd made a season-high of 18
. s a v e s . - : ,...... . . . . • • : , • .•."• •. • • • . - ;' ••'..
Two of the players on the team have
made a name for themselves outside of
Trinity. Knowles was named NESCAC
player of the week for two weeks in a row.
Then .in the third week Skedd was rec-
ognized for her hand in the shutouts and
all around strong play. It is incredible for
the team as well as these players to be rec-
ognized for their outstanding play.
Continuing on a roll, the team traveled
to Middletown, Connecticut to take on
the Wesleyan Cardinals. Wesleyan
opened up the scoring, but Trinity re-
sponded with the tying goal by co-cap-
tain Norland which was assisted by
Love . The game's winning goal came
from Love off of an assist from Norland.
Skedd made 13 saves and the team es-
caped from a game in which they did not
play very well. But the.team had im-
proved their record to 11-0 and were anx-
iously awaiting their game against the
Middlebury Panthers. The team knew
that they were in for a tough time as
Middlebury has always been strong.
The day dawned cold and grey but no
precipitation fell as Trinity demolished
the Panthers-iHalftime found the score
tied at zero with some strong saves lrom
Skedd as well as opportunities for both
teams. In the second half, Trinity came
out swinging as Love, off of a long hit
from Leonard, found the back of the net
on a beautiful shot in the first minute of
play. Then one and a half minutes later
. Norland scored off of an assist from
Brown. Middlebury would score one
goal before Ruff scored her first goal of
the season from Leonard to make the
score 3-1 and put the game out of reach
for Middlebury. The game was charac-
terized by the strong play from everyone
on the field. Kelly Flaman '99 did an out-
standing job of shutting ' down
Middlebury's star scorer.
The teams' record now stands at 12-0.
They are ranked #1 in New England and
#6 in the nation. They will play Keene
State on Tuesday and Amherst on Thurs-
day for their last regular season game of
the year.
Soccer Looks To Postseason
continued from Page 24
cible then they seemed in past years. The
opening whistle blew, and the two teams
went head to head. The Panthers con-
trolled the game early with constant
pressure and precision passing. Midway
through the first,half, the Bantams
settled down and proved to match the
Panther play. The two teams both tack-
led hard and had many scoring chances,
with great one-on-one defense, domi-
nance in the air, and solid teamwork. The
Trinity defense of Dudevoir '99, Hayes '99,
Freeman '98, and .loth '01 showed that
they were not going to succumb to the
Panther attack. But the deciding factor
in this game was goalie Hambrick-
Stowe'01 and his 11 saves. "He played bril-
liantly. At times, his saves were
unbelievable, but he kept us in the game,"
said injured goalie, Craig Anderson '99.
The Bantam defense, anchored by
Hambrick-Stowe, kept Middlebury
scoreless through regulation. But the
Middlebury defense did the same to the
Bantam attack. In overtime, right up to
the goal, play was characterized by
Middlebury attacks stopped and then
quickly countered. Finally, with 1:10 left
on the clock in the second overtime, Mike
Wilson '00 collected a bouncing ball on
the Panther eighteen. With a defender on
his back he turnedhim and went in one-
on-one with the Panther goalie. Wilson
slipped it by the helpless keeper and the
Bantams had won their second straight
overtime game. It was followed by Coach
Mightenand the team huddled together,
singing, on the Middlebury field
The Bantam kickers now have a 6-4-1
record and have three games remaining.
The team is now ranked sixth in the
Metro-Atlantic region and their last
three opponets are regional games. In
order to make either the NCAA tourna-
ment or ECAC tournament, the team
must win their remaining games against
Salve Regina on Saturday, #10 Western
Connecticut next Wednesday, and
Stevens Tech on Homecoming weekend.
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Volleyball Sinks At
Coast Guard Tourney
BY STARK TOWNSEND
Sports Writer
The last two weeks have been tilled
with ups and downs for the Women's
Volleyball program. Beginning the
stretch of eleven matches, the squad had
posted a mark of 8-4, and was well on its
way to obliterating its record of 11-12
from the previous season. While the
record will still be better than it was
during last year's campaign, the team has
had to endure many difficult matches to
reach that point. After three weeks, the
team is now holding onto a 13-10 record,
and hopes to close out the season with a
bang as they move toward the NESCAC
.tournament in early November.
The first match the team played was
on October 7th against a strong and over-
powering Amherst squad, who disposed
of the host Bantams 3-1 (5-15,6-15,15-11,
3-15). A more experienced and better
rounded team offensively, Amherst took
advantage of the Bantams' youth in put-
ting them away in 4 games. Trinity then
faced traditionally powerful Gordon
College and lost, 3-2 (14-16,15-13, 8-15,
15-9,13-15). "Though we played tough
and battled them the whole way, we were
too tentative offensively when it came to
crunch time," said Head Coach Fran
VanDermeer. "We had our chances
against them, but we didn't come
through."
On Octorj5t,llth,'Trinity faced Roger
WiWatnl College and St. Josephs of
Maine, beating both and getting them-
selves back on the winning track. In the
On the 20th, Trinity hosted regional
power Western Connecticut, and de-
feated them in an impressive display of
offensive and defensive strength. The 3-
2 (7-15,15-7,15-11,11-15, 15-13) victory
was Trinity's first ever against Western
Connecticut, and it showcased the tal-
ents of this young group. Freshman
Brianna Stanton moved to the team's
full-time setter position, distributing the
offense efficiently, while fellow fresh-
man Tina Couch, whom VanDermeer
calls the team's best athlete, has solidi-
fied the team's outside hitter and left
back defensive positions nicely.
Trinity's nex t match was against Con-
necticut College, whom they quickly dis-
posed of 3-1 (15-11,15-2,11-15, 15-13).
"This was another good conference win
for us," stated VanDermeer. "And we got
to get some players more playing time
than usual." Freshmen Tricia Mase and
Angie DeMartino stepped it up against
Connecticut College, consistently lead-
ing the defense as they have all year.
Harleigh Leach '00 added an outstand-
ing performance with her blocking.
Trinity went into the Coast Guard
Tournament with an impressive 13-7
record, but they would come away from
it with a record of 13-10. They lost to
2nd-ranked regionally Coast Guard 3-1,
and then fell to NESCAC rivals Williams
and Wesleyan 3-0 and 3-2 respectively.
"All three of these teams have more ex-
perience and size than we do, and this
was good for us to experience before go-
ing into the NESCAC tournament.
Though we would have liked to play a
little better, today was encouraging in
many areas," commented Vandermeer.
VanDermeer added that as the season
Roger Williams match, "We just weren't
ourselves in the first two games," said
Bantams looked deep within have a few hopes for the piayers and the
final matches. "Though we're young, it's
time for our freshmen to stop feeling like
they're freshmen. They've played in
enough college-level volleyball matches
now to be beyond freshman status. They
are strong players, and they just need to
have more confidence in themselves. If
we can achieve that, then all the rest will
fall into place. We can't be too tentative,
but rather we need to take risks, for that
is how matches are won offensively."
With one more home match against
Mount Holyoke on the 28th, and then the
NESCAC Tournament at Tufts on No-
vember 7-8, the women's Volleyball team
needs to look deep within themselves as
a team.
They have the talent to go far in the
NESCAC, but they need to find a way to
put teams away faster, rather than letting
matches get to the 5-game mark, and
themselves to pull out the last three
games and the victory, 13-15,11-15,15-7,
15-4,15-12.
The team then bfeatSt=.Jose,p,h,;sih.atnd-
ily, earning lesser played team members
some deserved playing time. Freshman
Megan Konieczny had a fantastic week-
end, dominating matches both offen-
sively and defensively, showing off what
VanDermeer called "glimpses of what
positive things she has in her future."
Trinity then ventured to Hamilton
College to play two matches against
Hamilton and Middlebury. They lost to
asuperioroffensiveMiddleburysquad3-
0 (6-15,8-15,10-15). The team's youth was
evident as they played with a bit too
much intimidation affecting their game.
"It's something that will change as they
grow older, but it's the main thing hold-
ing us back right now,"said VanDermeer.
The team then took out their aggression
on Hamilton, winning the match 3-2
(10-15,15-12,15-9, 6-15,15-13). It was a
good win heading into the Conference
Tournament, and i t showed the persever-
ance of the Trinity team.
they need to look within themselves and
realize that they have the talent to com-
pete at a high level. Their youth is en-
couraging, and they need to find a way
to center that talent as they move for-
ward.
BANTAM imAMUML RESULTS
SOCCER SCORES
WEDNESDAY 22NV
FLYERS 3, FLYING DUTCH
MASTERS 2(0T)
MUNTEL 3, METALUCA 0
Momymu
MUNTEL VS. REAL BETTIS
WE PETS VS. YARD BIRDS
WEVNESMY29W
FLYERS VS. WINNER OF
MUNTEL AND REAL BETTIS
METAUCA VS. WINNER OF
WE PETS AND YARD BIRDS
FOOWALL SCORES
MONDAY 20W
DUFFERS 38, GOODMAN 37
TUESMY21ST
DUFFERS 42, JELL024
WEDNESMY22ND
SP. MONKIES12, SPIT B
WURSDAY23RV
MANTS A MONKEY 42,
DUFFERS 6
FINALS WEDAY 28 4 PM
SPANK WE MONKIES VS.
MANT'SA MONKEY
Megan Konieczny's '01 crafty spike alludes
the baffled defenders in Trinity's match
against Western Connecticut last Monday.
JEN MOORE
1997 Graduate and
Professional School
Fair
Thursday, October 30
Washington Room
7:00-8:l5pm
Over 60 Graduate Schools and
Universities Attending
Don't Forget:
Wednesday, Oct. 29:
Eiff-Davis Selections Announced
John Hancock On-Campus
nterviews 9:00-9:50
Jniversity Painters On-Campus
nterviews 9:00-1:00
Jeloitte&Touche (ABC Croup)
\cturtal aand Insurance Consulting
Sroup Mathematics Majors- Info
Session 7:30PM Terrace Room C
Bring Resume to Session)
[hursday, Oct, 3Ch
Zareer Services extended hours:
A/alk-Ins 8:30-10:00pm
joldman Sachs Selections Annc'd.
tesume Drop Deadline 4:00pm for:
Anderson Consulting
PRT Group
Friday, Oct. 31:
People's Bank Selecions Announced
Resume p p
- Hartford Steam Roller Inspection
Company
- Federal Reserve Board
- Cigna Healthcare and Reinsurance
- Travelers Technology Careers
- New York Recruiting Consortium
Monday, Nov. 1
PRT Croup Selections Announced
p
- Deloitte fit Touche
- Acturial Consulting
Tuesday, Nov. "h
On-Campus Interviews 9,00-
5:00 for:
-Travelers
- Ziff Davis
INFOnxx Resume Drop 4:00pm
QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT CAREER SERVICESAT EXTENSION 2080
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Women's Tennis Nets Fourth in New Englands
BY FRED SCHONENBERG
Sports Editor
The Women's Tennis team
finished their season with a
phenomenal showing at the Di-
vision HI New England
Women's Tennis Champion-
ship. The team finished in 4th
place hurdling over both Smith
and Wesleyan who had de-
feated them earlier in the sea-
son.
The team's tremendous show-
ing was highlighted by Heidi
Poison '00 who dominated the
the singles championship in the
5th flight. Polsen, who has only
lost one match the entire sea-
son, defeated Amherst in the
semifinals in a dramatic 7-5,7-
5 victory. She then dismantled
the Williams attack with a de-
cisive 6-3,6-2 victory in the fi-
nals. This marked oniy the
second time this decade that the
Bantams have had a player win
a singles championship.
The doubles team of Abiah
Folger '98 and Daphne
deDominicis '00 was the first
doubles team in Trinity history
to win a doubles championship.
The team beat Amherst in the
semifinals but trailed Bowdoin
6-1 in the decisive tiebreaker.
The dynamic duo overcame all
odds and secured the doubles
championship with a 9-8 come
from behind victory.
Head Coach Wendy Bartlett
commented that the Bantams
"couldn't have played any bet-
ter," and beamed that it "was the
most incredible tournament."
Bartiett continued that the
championship was "a total team
effort." Caroline Hughes '00
reached the semifinals by win-
ning a grueling three set match
against Bowdoin. The doubles
team of Erica Johnson '00 and
Erica Mann '99 won a consola-
tion match which gave the Ban-
tams the 1/2 point advantage
they needed to vault ahead of
Wesleyan in the standings. The
defeat was particularly sweet
for the Bantams who had lost to
Wesleyan in head to head com-
petition on October 15.
Trinity easily beat Division 1
foe UConn by a score of 6-1 on
October 7. All singles players,
except one, and all three
doubles teams won. Johnson
and co-captain Amy Friedman
'99 each won their matches by
scores of 6-1,6-2.
The Bantams played Tufts
during the first weekend of
Reading Week, and narrowly
pulled out a 5-4 win. Friedman
and Hughes were down 7-1 in
their doubles match, but battled
back to win, 9-7. Again it was
the strength of the team as a
whole that pushed the Bantams
into the win column.
In the loss to Wesleyan, the
Defense Ranked #1 In Country
continued from Page 24
much like the third. After the
defense held Bowdoin to four
plays, Mullaney and his crew
took the field again. Trinity had
no trouble marching down the
field. Mullaney had a run of 18
yards, and a 14 yard pass to
Faget. Four plays later, he con-
nected with Maccarini again for
a 29 yard touchdown.
The defense held the Polar
Bears to only 55 yards rushing
and ,82 yards in the air. Burch
h-led the way with 12 tackles, in-
cluding two sacks. Senior Brad
Manna! had seven tackles, with
Paris $335£
San Jose, SJO $ 4 6 0
Rome $635
London $ 3 6 9
f"U "I I
320 Elm Street
New Haven
:(203) 562-5335
>*•„-. ^
two quarterback pressures. De-
fensive backs Pat Wenger '99
and Sean Joyce '00 each had an
interception in the win.
Burch and Mullaney were
honored for their play by being
named to the ECAC Honor Roll,
After this.game, Trinity's de-
fense was ranked #1 in the
country.
The game against
Middlebury started out similar
to the previous one. Trinity took
a 21-0 lead-before allowing the
. Panthers to score.; Middlebury:
roared back to take a 22-21 lead
before a Maccarini touchdown
run sealed the win for Trinity.
Middlebury marched down
the field easily in their first pos-
session of the game, A Joyce in-
terception at the Trinity five
yard line gave the Bantams the
ball back deep in their own ter-
ritory. Trinity was unable to do
anything with the ball and
punted to Middlebury. On the
first play of Middlebury's pos-
session, Burch intercepted
Middlebury's quarterback again
to give Trinity the ball at the
Panther 42 yardline. This drive
was all running back Sherman
Francis '99, as the Bantams'
leading rusher ran for 35 of the
42 yards to the end zone.
A short punt and, a
Middlebury penalty gave Trin-
ity the ball on the Middlebury
22 yard line at the end of the
first quarter. A17 yard Francis
option run gave Trinity the ball
at the one yard line and a
Mullaney quarterback sneak
put Trinity ahead, 14-0.
As soon as Middlebury got
the ball back, Santos Matos
forced a fumble that was recov-
ered by Nate Barad. A pair of
Mullaney to Maccarini passes
completed Trinity's third scor-
ing drive of the half.
With 11 minutes left in the
first half, it looked like Trinity
was going to have an easy after-
noon. Middlebury started its 22
point scoring run with a touch-
down, in the second quarter.
. .Xkey scoTed.again in the third,: ,-
but Scott Dudley's point after
attempt was blocked by Burch.
this forced Middlebury to go for
the two point conversion on
their next touchdown, but
Trinity's goal line defense
stopped the pass, A fourth quar-
ter field goal put the Panthers
ahead 22-21 with 10:36 left in
the game.
Trinity had to. look deep
down to see if they had what it
took to pull out the win. With
7:19,they started the game win-
ning drive on the Middlebury
49 yard line. Maccarini had
runs combining for 30 yards in
the drive, including the game
winning two yard run up the
middle. The two point conver-
sion failed, but Trinity still led,
27-22. It was up to the defense
to hold off the Panthers. Joyce
intercepted a pass at the Trinity
20 yard line with 29 seconds
left to preserve the'win.
Trinity travels to Amherst
next week to take on the unde-
feated Lord Jeffs.
Bantams struggled in singles
action except for Polsen and
Hughes who both won handily.
In doubles, the Friedman-
Hughes team won in dramatic
fashion 8-6. The team dropped
the match 6-3 but got their re-
venge when the New England's
rolled around.
Smith beat Trinity on Octo-
ber 20 but also fell victim to the
Bantams' New England perfor-
mance. Smith finished in 7th
place in the New Englands but
defeated Trinity 5-4 in head to
head action. The seemingly un-
beatable Polsen continued her
victorious ways winning 6-2,6-
2. Hughes also continued her
excellent play, winning 6-2,6-3.
Sarah Maloney '99 rips a
backhand in a recent match.
ALEX CUKOR
Rolex Champ: A
Bantam To Watch
BY CAROLYN FRENCH
Sports Editor
• While the women's tennis
team was placing fourth at New
Englands, Artem Gonbpolskiy
placed second in the country at
the Rolex Intercollegiate Tennis
Championships in Memphis,
Tennessee.
He qualified to compete at
this eight person, invitation
only tournament by winning
the Eastern Rolex Tennis
Championships on October 5 at
MIT
Gonopolskiy, a transfer from
Kingsborough Community
College in Queens, NY, defeated
the top ranked Division III
ranked player from Williams
College in the finals of the East-
ern Tournament. He didn't lose
a set in the Tournament.
At the Nationals in Memphis,
he defeated Daniel Harding of
Kalamazoo College and Todd
Bowl by of Gustavus Adolphus
College, before losing to Jamie
Broach of Trinity University of
Texas in three sets.
Men's Tennis Coach Paul
Assaiante was enthusiastic
when talking about
Gonopolskiy. "He's very special.
He has been very low key about
his accomplishments. It
couldn't have happened to a
more deserving person."
Gonopolskiy, a native of Rus-
sia, and was named scholar-ath-
lete of the year at Kingsborough
Community College last year.
He won the Community Col-
lege national championships
last year as well.
Assaiante is confident about
his ability to continue his'suc-
cess in the spring. "He's playing
at the highest caliber. He has
the tools to do amazing things."
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THIS WEEK
IN BANTAM
Tuesday, October 28
Field Hockey vs. Keene State,
3PM
Women's Soccer vs. Wesleyan, |
2:30 PM
Women's Volleyball vs. Mt.
HolyokeJPM
Thursday, October 30
Field Hockey vs. Amherst,
3 PM
Saturday, November 1
Men's Soccer at Salva Regina, J
1PM
Varsity Footbal at Amherst,
1PM
Varsity Cross Country at
Bates, 1PM
the Florida
larlins!
Halloween^ Trivia Celefcmtes
This Friday marks two
special occasions:
Halloween and the
beginning of the NBA
season. The combination
of the two bring us to
this weeks trivia theme
which will not include
Drew "Blood"soe, The
Hockey Horror Picture
Show, nor "Boo"
Willingham.
1. This NBA rebounding phenom might dress as a "Worm" if he were to
choose a Halloween costume.CThen again maybe he'd model another
wedding gown)
2. If your scared of "Spider"s don't approach this former Bad Boy who
now makes his living battling for boards while starring in movies such as
Eddie.
3. This team decided its costume might be a little to violent so this year
Chris Webber, Juwan Howard, Rod Strickland, and Gheorghe Murissan
maybe dressing more like a member of Merlin's community.
4. If you wanted to dress as a Genie, a kung foo fighting video game star
or a chronically plagued free throw shooting dunking machine you might
choose this superstar.
5. Many of the MTV Generation may choose to dress as this Rockin' Jock
MVP who is known as "The Glove."
Bantams In The Spotlight
TOMHAMBRICH-
STOWE W
SOCCER
man POISON w DAPHNE
WON WEIR
FLIGHTS AT THE NEW ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIPS
THIS WEEKEND. POLSON WENT 10-1 DURING
THE SEASON, AND AVENGED HER ONLY LOSS
THIS WEEKEND. VEDOMINICIS AND FOLGER
BECAME THE FIRST DOUBLES PAIR IN TRINITY
HISTORYTO WINNEWENGLANDS ALL THREE
WILL BE NAMED TO THE ALL-NEW ENGLAND
TEAM.
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LANCASTER, PA, HAS RECORDED THREE
STRAIGHT SHUTOUTS AND HAS BEEN
INSTRUMENTAL IN THE BANTAMS' RUN
FOR POST SEASON PLAY AFTER THE
FIRST TWO GOALIES GOT HURT,
HAMBRICK-STOWE HAS STEPPED UP LIKE
A VETERAN TO BE A SOLID FORCE IN THE
BANTAM BACKFIELD.
Cripob rt*
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Field Hockey Undefeated Going Into Final Week
BY AMANDA TUCKER
Sports Writer
In the last three weeks, the
Trinity women's field hockey
team has played six more games
and is still undefeated. The
team defeated Connecticut Col-
lege, Tufts, Smith, Bowdoin,
Wesleyan and Middlebury, as
well as having the NESCAC
player of the week for three
straight weeks.
In the game against Conn, the
Bantams traveled to New Lon-
don, Connecticut to play on a
field that was one of the worst
they have had to play on. The
team came out flat and did not
seem to be playing their best.
Kirsten Skedd '98 made six
saves in goal and helped lead
the team into overtime. In over-
time, the team prevailed when
freshman Whitney Brown put
a goal in. She won the game for
Trinity as well as tallying her
first-varsity collegiate goal. The
assist on the goal went to co-
captain Anna Norland '98.
The team was happy to have
won the game but knew that
they had to get ready for the
Jumbos from Tufts. The contest
between the two teams is al-
ways a heated battle character-
ized by big hits as well as a
physical game. Tufts came out
first on the Scoreboard scoring
a goal in the first few minutes
of the game. Trinity, much as
they did in Springfield, did not
hang their heads. Instead, they
were able to even up the score on
Kate Leonard's '99 direct corner
shot which was assisted by
Anna Norland '98 and Camilla
Love '99. That goal was all the
team could muster during regu-
lation and they found them-
selves in familiar territory, in
overtime once again. In over-
time, Skedd had several of her
14 saves which literally saved
the game. The two team's found
themselves running back and
forth as no one could find the
back of the net. It took Love's
shot, which was a rocket from
just inside the circle, to defeat
the Jumbos. Again, the day was
saved and the team's perfect
record preserved.
During Reading Week, while
the rest of Trinity went off on
vacation, the team stayed and
practiced in order to prepare for
their first game of the week
against Smith. The Smith team,
vastly improved since last year,
having strong games against
Williams and Amherst. But
Trinity found the right blend of
Camilla Love '99 winds up for
one her lethal shots.
something that kept them con-*
stantly a step ahead of Smith
The team put in eight goals,
while only letting Skedd make
one Save in the defensive end.
The first goal of the game came
Football Grabs Hat Trick
DAN MCDEV1T
on the Bantams first trip down
the field. The team was
awarded a penalty shot which
Leonard converted. From there,
it was off to the races as Leonard
put in two more goals as well as
adding an assist. Leonard was
not the only Bantam with a hat
trick as Love added three of her
own as well as two assists. The
other two goals came from the
team's leading scorer, Ashley
Knowles '98, and Katie Watts
'00. Three assists came from
Norland and one assist each
from Ashleigh Bischoff '98,
Vanessa Ruff '99, and Robin
Zopolsky '98. The team had fi-.
nally put everything together,
with everyone on the team not
only playing but playing well.
The team controlled every as-
pect of the game and they found
themselves in much the same
position as last year, being 9-0
and meeting Bowdoin College
in their next game.
Last year when.the team was
9-0, they traveled to Maine and
lost to a Bowdoin team who
scored in the last minute of the
game to defeat the previously
undefeated Bantams. The team
was resolved to make amends
for last year and although in the
game on Saturday, Trinity did
not play as well as against
Smith, they were still able to
score two goals and win the
game. Bowdoin scored the first
goal of the game again in the
first •-minute of the game.
see FIELD on Page 20
BY CAROIYN FRENCH
Sports Editor
With wins, over Tufts,
Bowdoin and Middlebury, the
Trinity Football team has as-
sured itself its 18th straight
winning season. •
During the first weekend of
Reading Week, the Bantams
traveled to Medford, MA to face
the Tuftsjumbos. On-their first
possession, the Jumbos
. marched down the field, getting
to the Bantam 11 yard line.
Trinity's defense held strong
and only allowed Tufts a field
goal. Those were the only
points the Jumbos would be
able to muster that afternoon.
Late in the first quarter, the Ban-
tams started a drive on their
own 42 yard line. After a 12
yard run by fullback Tom Kaija
'98, tri-captain quarterback Joe
Mullaney '98 connected with
Walter Faget '99 for a 40 yard
touchdown. Craig Borsari's '98
extra point put the Bantams in
the lead for good.
Early in the second quarter,
linebacker and tri-captain Ryan
Burch '98, recovered a fumble
and ran it back 40 yards to give
Trinity great field position at
the Jumbos 35. Split End Marc
Maccarini '99 ran for 25 yards to
put Trinity on the 10. It was all
Mullaney needed, as he ran the
ball in for Trinity's second
- touchdown of the day.
Trinity's defense was spec-
tacular against the then-top
rated offense in the NESCAC.
Tufts' quarterback Dan Morse
was sacked nine times, and the
The country's ^ 1 defense unites
before a snap at a recent game.
defense recovered three Jumbo
fumbles. Sophomore Brian
Lahaie led the defense with 15
tackles, including four sacks,
two forced fumbles and one re-
covered fumble. For his efforts,
Lahaie was named NESCAC co-
defensive player of the week.
Senior linebacker Colin Lynch
was also a major presence with
14 tackles and two sacks.
The Bantams hosted
Bowdoin during the second
weekend of Reading Week.
Again, the defense was key, lim-
iting Bowdoin to only one
touchdown. Trinity was up 7-0
early after a 10 yard touchdown
run from Kaija. Bowdoin put to-
gether its only scoring drive of
the game in the second quarter,
tying the game at 7 apiece. The
Bantams responded on their
next scoring drive, as Maccarini
ran down the left sideline for a
44 yard touchdown.
Trinity's of fense came alive in
the third quarter, scoring three
more touchdowns. The first
came on their first drive of the
half. After a 31 yard run by
Maccarini, Mullaney threw his
second touchdown of the day,
hitting Maccarini for a 30 yard
score. After the defense stopped
Bowdoin cold, Mullaney
hooked up with Mike Healey for
a 28 yard touchdown. For the
third touchdown of the quarter,
Mullaney ran 42-yards down
the left sideline to put the Ban-
tams ahead, 31-7.
The fourth quarter started of f
see DEFENSE on Page 22
Men's Soccer Shuts
Out Competition
BY ANDY HAYES
Sports Writer
As the men's soccer team left
Middlebury on Saturday, the
cries of "one Trinity Bantam"
rang throughout the Vermont
campus. With a 1-0 overtime
victory, the Bantam kickers
have now won three straight
games, and are bidding for post
season play. Following con-
secutive losses to Amherst, 3-1,
and Tufts, 3-2 OT, the team has
turned their play up consider-
ably.
The streak began with a win
over Eastern Connecticut 1-0.
The team started off the game
strong and netted the first goal
midway through the first half.
Dan Rudolph '00 scored his
second goal of the season on a
headball into the upper corner
of the goa.1. The Bantam de-
fense, the team's strong point
duringthis streak, held on to:
preserve the win. With the
tearn's first win in three games,
they wereppised to take on the
highly touted; Bowdoin Polar
Bears that:Saturday;;::"i" \
The Polar Bears, one: of the
highest scoring teams in New
England, boasted a •.great:
record, arid had: justcorne off ia
Huge win over Mjddlebury.
This amounted to nothing in
Hartford as they were shocked
from: the opening \vhistle. The:
Bantams came out firing in the;
first half and had numerous
opportunities^ These: opportu-
nities stemmed from the con-
stant pressure put on the
Bowdoin squad. Bowdoin sel-
dom had the ball and when
half-time rolled around, al-
though the game was scoreless,
Trinity was in control. The sec-
ond half was more even with
both teams having chances to
score. The Polar Bears were de-
nied many time by goalie Tom
Hambrick-Stowe '01. His play,
along with that of the Bantam
defense, kept the ball out of
their net. .-
With the game scoreless at
the end of regulation, overtime
would have to decide it. No tie,
only a win would suffice the
men's team.And that was ex-
actly what happened. The
Bantams, once again, came out
smoking and Bowdoin was at
their mercy. Five minutes into
overtime,' the Polar Bears
mourned an of fensive that was
turned back by the Bantam de-
fense, The: Bantams quickly
^countered and flooded the
:: Bowdoin defense with attack-
:: ers. The ball was bouncing
aroundinthe eighteenand fpr-
ward, David Aucoin '98 poked
it home; The Bantams, who be-
Z lieved it all along, had upset the
#24th team in the country.
W i t H ; i U £ f h; ; ;wUo; , : ! :he: team
wouldhave tp-practice hard
before they met Middlebury
the following Saturday.
: The Bantams traveled to
Middlebury with high hopes
:•• as the Panthers were less invin-
see SOCCER on Page 20
